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How to bring the outdoors in
+ Stunning garden inspiration

ALSO INSIDE: REAL HOMES STYLED WITH FRENCH DECOR AND ART NOUVEAU TOUCHES  
• WAYS TO WORK THE SCANDINAVIAN TREND • STUNNING COUNTRY KITCHEN IDEAS

“My best blooms 
for your garden”

SARAH RAVEN:

Room with a view
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B 
lessed with bank 
holidays and high 
expectations, May 

gives us a great opportunity to 
welcome colour and romance into our homes. 
The beauty of the natural world inspires us to 
come into bloom ourselves and cherish new 
ventures and ideas. So this month give yourself 
permission to dream a little dream of your 
own and celebrate the growing season. Indulge 

yourself in some gorgeous Country and Vintage 
styles from p83 and discover why they have 
become go-to ways to decorate period homes. 
Browse our inspiring reader homes from p32 
and soak up this season’s new take on florals 
from p60. I hope you’ll find something to please 
your eye this month.

This month PERIOD IDEAS has been... ENJOYING ORCHIDS who 
knew such elegant house plants could be quite so low maintenance? 

FEELING THE HYGGE thanks to some fantastic Scandi style;  
STOCKING UP at Home Bargains; LIVING THE DREAM by house  
sitting for Easy Tiger Vintage and caring for two rescue greyhounds; 

INVESTING in M&S Heatgen thermals

Play it COOL  
Create a classic interior in blue and taupe with Maison by Parker Knoll.
The Isabelle large two-seater sofa is priced at £1,881. 01773 604 121, parkerknoll.co.uk 

Susan Dickerson

Follow us...
on Twitter @PeriodIdeas, 
facebook.com/period.ideas  
and pinterest.com/periodideas

See our great subscriber offer on page 122

EDITOR

EDITOR’S 
LETTER
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Keep up to date with the latest designs  
and happenings this month

HOME STYLE
MAY’S ESSENTIAL SHOPPING LIST

DECKED OUT
Houseology reinvents the traditional 
deckchair with this beach-inspired tennis 
chair. Take a seat and enjoy the sunshine! 
Available from £142. 0141 280 4533, 
houseology.com

LOVED UP
Add extra romance to your 
bedroom with this side table by 
The White Lighthouse. Feel the 
love with cut-out hearts and cute 
handles. £54. 02890 480 200, 
thewhitelighthousefurniture.co.uk

FEATHER YOUR NEST
Restyle your sofa with a green feathered 

cushion by Susi Bellamy at Amara. The 
unique design blends natural shades 

with pastel pinks to create a statement 
piece. 0800 587 7645, amara.com

BRIGHT SIDE
Get in the garden party mood with the 
spring/summer collection at Dobbies. The 
fresh designs go perfectly with a piece of 
cake. The jug costs £16.99, the floral mugs 
are £5.99 each. 0131 561 6406, dobbies.com

TIME FOR TEA
The Fika range at Oliver Bonas is priced from £5. Light patterns 

bring a fresh feel to your kitchen, while the traditional design 
ensures a classic look. 020 8974 0110, oliverbonas.com
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SITTING PRETTY
The Whitby modular sofa offers a charming blend of 

style and comfort. Available from sofa.com and priced at 
£2,180, it’s the perfect spot for some summer relaxation. 

0345 400 2222, sofa.com

DIARY DATE 
Brighton and Hove’s Artists Open Houses takes 

place every weekend from 30th April - 30th 
May. Artists and makers open their houses and 

studios, giving you a unique insight into the 
city’s creative scene. Enjoy a wide range of art 
including jewellery, ceramics, textiles, paintings 

and sculpture and meet the artists too. The 
festival is free and open to everyone. 

To find out more visit aoh.org.uk

Add seasonal colour to your table with 
the Da Terra Geronimo collection at 
Unique & Unity. Priced from £14, it’s  
a simple yet charming design.  
0845 605 9699, uniqueandunity.co.uk

ON A PLATE

FLOWER POWER
Cosy up with the great range of cushions at In Spaces. With so many designs 

to choose from, you’re sure to find the perfect pattern for your home. The 
floral posy cushion is priced from £58. 07879 012 294, in-spaces.com

FIRST CLASS
Keep on-trend and organised with this 

letter rack from The Contemporary Home. 
It looks great as part of a rustic theme, or 

in a more urban setting, and is priced £18. 
0845 1308 229, tch.net



INTERIORS Décor ideas

B rilliant black and white 
schemes enchant the world  
of fashion and interiors at times 
of uncertainty.

Coco Chanel revolutionised couture 
with her use of monochrome and Syrie 
Maugham, a leading interior designer 
in the 1920s and 1930s popularised 
rooms decorated entirely in shades of 
white. Today Sue Timney, designer and 
director of the British Institute of Interior 
Design has made black and white her 
signature style, and it is remarkable how 
certain prints can instantly evoke the 
1980s or the 1950s.

“Monochrome is a perennially stylish 
and elegant way to decorate your home 
and can be applied to both classic and 
contemporary decorating schemes,” 
says Caroline Driver, Designer Textiles, 
at John Lewis. “I love seeing quite 
traditional global pattern accents such 
as Berber rugs or Moroccan patterned 
cushions translated in this way - it 
turns something quite traditional 
into something graphic and dramatic 
especially when its paired with simple 
contemporary furniture.”

BACK TO BLACK 
This season you’re sure to find a new 
take on monochrome to suit your 
lifestyle and your home. There’s a 
move towards more individual choices. 
Delcor’s Fifties retro charmer Capri 
chair was inspired by a Rock Hudson 
film and would be perfect for a smaller 
room or an apartment. Or if you want 
to create a guest room with a difference 
try an ikat print on the bed linen and 
introduce natural elements for a room 
which will appeal to all ages. It’s also 
a great way of tapping into the tribal, 
global explorer influence which is a 
strong trend this year. 

There is a wealth of soft blacks and 
creams which can produce a softer look. 
Mix them with natural wood and stone 
for a soothing aesthetic. Use one or two 
colours for contrast but don’t over do it.  

10 PERIOD IDEAS

Capri chair priced  
from £1,726, at Delcor. 
0191 237 1303,  
delcor.co.uk

MONOCHROME
Classic, simple and effortless this dynamic duo  

will bring grown-up glamour to your home 

Decorating with...

Edited by SUSAN DICKERSON 
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Panthera Ikat duvet cover priced from £49.50 for a single; 
matching pillow case £15; Ikat Jodphur quilt priced from £120; 
selection of Nomads Ikat cushions priced from £44.50, all 
Nomads. 01531 553 000, bohzaar.co.uk

“If you’re wary of a bold scheme 
then I’d recommend starting from 
the ground up, monochrome flooring 
will work as a fantastic base and by 
keeping the rest of the room simple 
you’ll have an on-trend look that 
can be adapted by using splashes 
of colour, clashes of pattern and 
the addition of decorative objects. 
Homeowners are being braver with 
their interpretation of monochrome, 
and are experimenting by tying 
the trend into the wider decorating 
scheme with the use of bold flooring, 
wall décor and upholstery choices.” 

INDUSTRY INSIGHT 
Emma Hopkins, 
Marketing Manager at 
Crucial Trading,
shares her black and 
white thinking  

Light Chrome

Rich Gold

Isabelle

Pale Oak

Hemp Beige

Swatch 
WATCH

Enrich soft greys with golds 
and greens to gently lift a 

monochrome scheme.
01383 740 011,  

craigandrose.com

Green



 
 BLACK & WHITE 

MAGIC rules
Embrace the elegance of monochrome 

with our expert tips

• Don’t assume black won’t show  
the dirt. Monochrome can be very 
high-maintenance so you will need  
to make sure that you keep on top  
of dust and grime.• Check out the selection of white paints 
from the White Paint Company if you 
are looking for the perfect white for 
your home – you’ll be impressed 
by the variations available at 
thewhitepaintcompany.com• Remember that this look can be playful 
and informal if you add some carefully 
chosen pops of colour or metallics. 
Have some fun with it.

INTERIORS Décor ideas
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Ariel Rococo chair, £695, Mother of Pearl 
mosaic mirror, £595, Betsy writing desk in grey, 

£450, Betsy side table in grey, £395, parquet 
coffee table, £395. luxury sheepskin rugs £65 

each, all Graham & Green. 020 8987 3700, 
grahamandgreen.co.uk

Online Inspiration
We’ve compiled our most inspirational paint ideas and colour schemes 
in our moodboards, head to pinterest.com/periodideas to take a look.
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Bloom of the month 
RHODODENDRON

This plant hails from 
the Himalayas and was 
introduced to Britain 
by the Victorians. Plant 
breeders have developed 
endless exotic hybrids 
and there are now 
around 20,000 varieties. 
A beautiful bloomer in 
May, the rhododendron’s 
showy flowers make 
a spectacular display 
from late winter to early 
summer. In the wild they 
are woodland plants and 
prefer dappled sunshine 
and manage well in the 

shade. It prefers acid 
soils, but don’t fret if your 
garden is chalky and 
alkaline, simply plant in 
a container or raised bed 
instead. Rhododendrons 
can be evergreen or 
deciduous and popular 
varieties include Pink 
Pebble, Lavender Girl, 
Dreamland and Bashful. 
Most plants are sold 
in pots, rather than 
bare-rooted, so can be 
planted all year round 
but between September - 
May is the best time.

Garden Ochre seat 
pads, £20 each; table 
cloth, from £3; set of 
four napkins, £20, all 
from Cottage in the 
Hills. 01684 833 146, 
cottageinthehills.com 

Site to see   
Home to Viscount Bledisloe, 

Lydney Park is nestled 
between the River Severn 

and the Forest of Dean. The 
extensive grounds are a joy 
to behold, but the real gem is 
the magical valley behind the 

main house. Here, surrounding 
several large lakes, are 

tranquil groves of mature 
camellias, rhododendrons, 

magnolias and azaleas. 
For more information visit 
lydneyparkestate.co.uk

Walk on the wild side
Join head gardener Graham for a 
mesmerising tour of Sheringham 

Park’s woodland garden and see the 
flowering rhododendrons and azaleas 

in full bloom, alongside specimen 
trees from across the world. Climb 
the gazebo viewing tower to enjoy 

breathtaking views of the coast, too. 
Sheringham Park is dog-friendly, so 
plan a visit with a furry friend. Tours 
take place on 10th, 17th, 24th and 31st 

May and ticket prices are £5.
For more details visit 
nationaltrust.org.uk 
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May is a really joyous month in the 
vegetable garden. Once the frosts have 
passed you can start moving your tomato 
plants outside, as well as courgettes, 
artichokes and other young plants that are 
now established. 

Make sure you have some horticultural 
fleece on hand in case of any unexpected 
cold snaps. As well as planting crops out, 
you will still be sowing seeds and even 
enjoying harvests from your rhubarb – so 
there is never a quiet moment and there will 
be plenty to keep you and your family busy 
and well-nourished!

You can start sowing beans, squash and 
sweetcorn this month – why not try using 
the three sisters planting scheme? This 
system will allow you to maximise your 
growing space, while enabling the crops to 
get all the nutrients they need. 

Basically, the corn provides a support 
for the beans to climb, and this in turn gives 
some extra stability to the corn. The squash 
plants crawl around the base, acting as a 
living mulch which reduces the need for 
watering, and they also help to smother 
weeds. Everyone’s a winner so, why not 
give it a try and see what you think?

BRANCHING Out
Editor of Grow Your Own magazine, Laura Hillier,  

shares her fantastic planting advice with you

yourownThe UK’s best-selling kitchen garden magazine

Grow
GARDENING ADVICE YOU CAN TRUST 

Guide to 
growing 

squashes
See page 30

STEP-BY-STEP

Sarah Raven’s 
kale varieties to  
sow right now

Gino D’Acampo’s 
simple spring  
onion recipes

•French beans•Courgettes  •Potatoes•Carrots

THE GREAT BRITISH GROWING AWARDS WINNERS INSIDE!

£7,000
WORTHOF PRIZES!

Christine Walkden’s  
top companion  
planting tips

•Tools•Raised beds •Garden gift vouchers •Cold frames •and much  
more!CROPS TO START TODAY: 

APRIL JOBS:

WIN!

TOMATOES you need to grow

18 Incredible

CREATE A VERTICAL VEG GARDEN & GROW YOUR BEST EVER LETTUCES
HOW TO:

REVEALED:

Laura Hillier 
is Editor 
of Grow 
Your Own 
magazine. For 
more growing 
tips and ideas 
pick up the 
April issue, 
which comes 
with free 
sweetcorn, 
squash and 
bean seeds 

EXPERT 
ADVICE

MAY CELEBRATIONS
Although summer might not officially begin until June, May Day spells the 
beginning of the season. It’s that special time of year when we welcome 

the warmer weather and flowers, trees and shrubs start to blossom...

The Chelsea Flower Show reigns supreme for five days at the end of May, 
when the grounds of the Royal Hospital Chelsea are transformed into one 
of the world’s most hotly-anticipated flower shows. Highlights will include 

a memorable poppy tribute, a floral arch to celebrate the Queen’s 90th 
birthday celebrations and an acoustic garden by Dame Evelyn Glennie 

which will play musical notes to visitors. All the stands in the showground, 
plus food courts, restaurants and bar areas make for a fabulous day out. 

The show takes place from 24th–28th May. To buy tickets, go to rhs.org.uk 

RETAIL THERAPY
With the summer getting closer, now’s the perfect time to 
get your outdoor space ready for the season ahead...

Garden 
Journal

Seasonal shopping

The latest news, inspirational ideas and 
expert advice for your great outdoors

IN A BIND 
This wooden crate is packed 
with 24 mini spools of neon 
twine and is the perfect gift 
for gardeners and crafters 

alike, £19.99. 01992 501 040, 
oakroomshop.co.uk

PRETTY PETAL 
This spring-

flowering Camellia 
Japonica is 

available in a trio 
of colours – red, 

pink or white, £35. 
01584 878 878, 

treesdirect.co.uk

MAY DAY 
In the absence of a 

traditional May pole, 
hang some celebratory 
floral bunting instead, 

£13.99.  
01508 489 361, 

candleandcake.co.uk

BRUSH STROKES 
One of the prettiest flowers in 

late-spring is the primula auricula, 
seen beautifully painted on this 

large jug, £29.95. 0345 548 0210, 
annabeljames.co.uk

CUTTING EDGE
Always keep a pair 
of secateurs handy 

– we love these Orla 
Kiely ones complete 
with secure pouch, 

£25. 01738 449 098, 
quinceliving.co.uk

Lawn lessons
Get your lawn in tip-top condition 
for the year ahead. Your aim is to 
maintain a lawn that’s drought-
tolerant and thick enough to stop 
weeds from sprouting up. It’s a 
good idea to set your mower’s 
cutting height to the highest 
setting and gradually reduce the 
cutting thereafter. Bow that the 
weather has warmed up, it’s time 
to over-seed any winter-damaged 
patches. This Mac Allister 1600w 
lawnmower (left) is priced at £132 
from B&Q, diy.com 

t

t

t

t

t
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I’m obsessed with scented leaved 
Pelargoniums which are now just 
starting to grow. We use them to flavour 
cordials and to have blocks in the 

cutting garden for picking for inside. They 
make any arrangement smell lovely and last 
for weeks in water and they’re one of the 
best-ever plants for pots, large and small. 

Our current favourites are P. Pink 
Capitatum with brilliant pink flowers 
and lemon-scented leaves as well as P. 
quercifolium, whose leaves smell of cedar 
wood, with an elegant, oak-leaf shape with 
handsome crimson markings, but the best of 
all is P. Attar of Roses. This has pretty pink 
flowers and a wonderful rose scent. 

As their growing season starts, we 
take cuttings now to make plants ready to 
put out in the garden by mid summer for 
picking from July until December. To do 
this, select a small, side-shoot cutting and 
remove it from the main plant. Then remove 
the large leaves, leaving only one or two at 
the top of the cutting. Trim – again to just 
below a leaf joint, so your cutting is 5-6 
cms long - as shorter cuttings seem to root 

The oast garden is also thick with 
glorious Allium hollandicum and Purple 
Sensation, spread from only fifty bulbs put 
in fifteen years ago. We thin them out every 
autumn, so we can mix May-flowering 
aquilegias, caper spurge, (Euphorbia 
lathyrus), and Smyrnium perfoliatum for 
rich contrast drifting through them. 

Later in the month, alliums come to 
dominate the veg garden too, with Purple 
Rain growing next to the spring-sown peas 
and broad beans. I love that combination, 
and in the cutting garden, they flower 
amongst the autumn-sown hardy annuals 
such as Orlaya grandiflora and Ammi majus. 
That has great impact – and yet delicacy 
- in the garden and it’s equally good in a 
vase. Add a drop of bleach to the flower 
water to stop any oniony smells and your 
arrangement will last ten days. 

Sarah Raven runs cooking, flower 
arranging, growing and gardening classes 
at her East Sussex farm and has presented 
on BBC Gardeners World. You can purchase 
her flowers, seeds and kits, plus view a full 
list of courses at sarahraven.com 

The queen bee of the British gardening scene reveals her  
latest obsession and shares a great pesto recipe

 Sarah Raven

OUTDOOR IDEAS In full bloom

better. Push into a gritty mix of compost, 
spaced about 4-5cms apart, around the edge 
of the pot and water. In a propagator, with a 
bit of basal heat, you should have an almost 
100% strike rate. 

Last year’s propagated pelargoniums are 
just coming into flower to join the allium 
jamboree at Perch Hill. We garden on heavy 
clay and yet alliums seem to love it here. 
The woods are stuffed full of wild garlic, the 
damper spots merging into one huge white 
and starry carpet. We harvest baskets of 
leaves at the start of the month, moving on 
to the flowers when they appear and make 
them into batches of pesto for mixing with 
ricotta in a tart, or to stuff a baked potato.
For a large jar, pick 2 handfuls (about 100g) 
to mix with 200ml extra virgin olive oil, 50g 
pinenuts or walnuts, 2 garlic cloves and 50g 
grated Parmesan. Blanch the wild garlic in 
boiling water for 10 seconds. Refresh in cold 
water and pat dry before blending to a purée 
with the other ingredients. Add the grated 
Parmesan, season and put into a sterilised 
jar. Seal with a little extra olive oil and cover 
tightly to use within a few weeks. 

GARDEN GOSSIP

Exclusive READER OFFER – 10% OFF PELARGONIUMS
Period Ideas readers can enjoy 10% off Perlargoniums from Sarah Raven until the end of May. Simply add the plants to your basket online at  
sarahraven.com and enter the offer code PD16MAY or call 0345 092 0283 and quote offer code PD16MAY. *Offer ends 31st May 2016. Subject to 
availability. For full terms and conditions, visit sarahraven.com/terms-and-conditions. 
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EXCLUSIVE  
READER  
OFFER!
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Discover delicious seasonal recipes, the latest kitchen  
must-haves and inspirational ingredient ideas

Kitchen Hub

FIND YOUR  
MARBLES 
Green marble chopping 
board, £40.95, MiaFleur,
0116 298 6393, miafleur

britishasparagus.com

3| OF THE BEST… 
CHOPPING BOARDS

ESSENTIALS Classic cooking

�
GO FASTER 
STRIPES
The Zebra chopper, 
£89.99, The 
Chopping Block 
Shop. 01665 575 
475, thechopping 
blockshop.co.uk

Great British Food’s 
Natasha Lovell-

Smith says...
Smoky pancetta 

teamed with 
delicate British 

asparagus – what 
more could you  

ask for?

     Preheat the oven to 200°C  
(180°C fan)/Gas mark 6.

2|        In a little oil, fry the smoked 
pancetta until golden, then remove 
from the pan and drain on some 
kitchen paper. In the same oil, fry 
the black pudding for 7-8 minutes, 
turning once.

3|       Place the asparagus on a tray, 
drizzle with olive oil and bake for 
6-8 minutes turning once. 

4|   Meanwhile, in a deep pan, bring 
some water up to a rolling boil, 
add the white wine vinegar and 
crack in the eggs. Turn off the heat 

and leave to cook for 6-7 minutes 
for a runny yolk, remove from the 
water and drain any excess water 
on some kitchen paper. 

5|        Whisk together the olive oil, 
vinegar, mustard and honey and 
season with a small pinch of salt 
and pepper. 

6|        Place a small handful of salad 
leaves on a plate along with the 
asparagus and the black pudding. 
Top these ingredients with the 
poached egg, scatter over the 
pancetta and gently drizzle over 
the dressing. 

Baked British Asparagus, Pancetta 
and Black Pudding Salad At their best in May, 

Jersey Royal potatoes 
are creamier than 
standard new potatoes. 
Once bought, store 
them in a paper bag in 
a cool, dark place – a 
pantry is ideal. They’re 
a versatile veg. Potato 
salad is obvious (ring 
the changes with the 
addition of dill and 
capers), hassleback 

potatoes are delicious (make thin slices in the veg three-
quarters of the way down before roasting in olive oil with 
Maldon sea salt), while they’re divine simply steamed and 
served with butter and mint. Make the most of them though, 
they’re only in peak season this month.  

YOU’LL NEED:• Oil, for frying• 100g smoked 
pancetta• 4 pieces black 
pudding, sliced to 
1-2cm thickness• 2 tbsp white wine 
vinegar• 4 medium organic 
free-range eggs•Mixed salad leaves• 2 bundles British 
asparagus• Salt and freshly 
ground black pepper

 
For the dressing• 1 tbsp sherry or 

balsamic vinegar• 3 tbsp olive oil•  ½ tsp wholegrain 

WHAT TO DO WITH... Potatoes

�
Cook up a storm with these fantastic 

pieces of kitchen kit

GAME ON 
Pheasant chopping 
board, £12.95, The 
Skinny Card Company, 
theskinnycard 
company.com

1| 



W hether you live in a period 
property or a contemporary 
abode, it’s not always easy 
to find the perfect piece of 

furniture for your space. If you’re looking for 
a specific design, or perhaps a one-off item 
to harmonise with your existing scheme, a 
bespoke piece of furniture is a fail-safe option 
that won’t ever disappoint. With the design 
ethos at Rupert Bevan, the world is your oyster.

Rupert Bevan’s background in restoration 
gives him international recognition as one 
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Rupert Bevan’s bespoke furniture designs are hand-crafted to stand the test of time

THE PERFECT FIT
PROMOTION Rupert Bevan

of the most trusted names in the bespoke 
furniture business. His extensive knowledge 
of materials and finishes, together with a deep 
understanding of historic period styles and 
design elements, has enabled him to build a 
very strong team of talented designers, makers 
and finishers. 

Together they can translate your ideas 
into beautiful pieces of furniture. Rupert says: 
“In a way we’re defined by the clients rather 
than defining ourselves. It’s great working 
with people who have a really acute sense 
of aesthetics and can imagine things that 
are utterly fantastic. We are very good at 
translating that.”

TRADITIONAL SKILLS
Sketches and ideas are transformed into 
detailed technical drawings before each item 
is handmade using traditional techniques. 
Everything is made in Britain by experts in 
every field, from cabinet-making, metalwork 
and gilding to leatherwork, mirror glass 
finishes and decorative paintwork. Rupert 
says, “We combine materials, so clients don’t 
have to go to anyone else. They can come to 
us and piece something together in their mind 
from all the materials and finishes, and we can 
turn it into a piece of furniture.”

Rupert Bevan offers a stunning array of 
finishes to pick and choose from including 
lacquer work, hand-painting and distressing, 

Discover more by calling the team on 
020 7731 1919, browsing some beautiful 

designs at rupertbevan.com or 
emailing studio@rupertbevan.com

Make your dreams come true

Above Asymmetric shelving in dark stained maple, 
with randomly spaced shelf supports, back panels and 

dividers. The shelves of this bespoke display solution 
have been wrapped in taupe leather.

vellum and cracked gesso, to name a few. 
The antiqued mirror glass deserves a special 
mention. Used alone as an over-mantel, or as 
wall-panelling to bounce light around the room, 
it’s simply stunning. Its versatility also means 
it can be incorporated into a wide variety of 
furniture options. The surface finish and aged 
patination produces a decorative quality that’s 
unique, with each piece of glass silvered and 
antiqued by hand.

Take a trip to the London showroom and 
see for yourself the vast array of materials, 
examples of specialist finishes and beautiful 
design details that are showcased in the large 
sample library. So, if you’re after a special piece 
of furniture that will be admired for generations 
to come, now is the time to be inspired and let 
Rupert’s amazing team do the rest…

Brass drinks cabinet

This design in English walnut transforms  
from an occasional table into a games table.
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This charming garden was a labour of love for Michael and Jill Hill

WORTH THE WAIT 
Words and photography GAP PHOTOS/NICOLA STOCKEN
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REAL GARDENS Hampshire 

Above The glorious 
contrast of shapes 
and colours is a 
delight for the eye in 
the Hills’ charming 
Hampshire garden.

Far right Look out 
for salvaged pieces 
which bring the 
garden to life and 
serve a practical 
purpose during the 
growing season.

especially whilst on annual holidays in Cornwall which have 
inspired a number of projects.

CIRCLE OF LIFE 
One of the most challenging has been the circular wildlife 
pond. “Our first attempt looked lovely, but was too deep for 
wildlife, so a few years later we added a second, shallower 
pond with a gently sloping, shingle side, separating the 
two with a bridge,” says Jill. This bridge was made from 
discarded wooden pallets — salvaged items and recycling 
account for many of the garden”s features. Michael was 
given the edging bricks that transform the plain concrete 
slabs of paths and terrace, whilst a stone bench, string of 
tiny terracotta pots and wooden water barrel were chance 
finds in jumble sales or junk shops. Then trees such as the 
weeping pear behind the pond and several maples were 
birthday presents. “And the huge old pot was discarded by a 
neighbour,” adds Jill.

A  
ll gardens need time to blossom into maturity, 
so when Michael and Jill Hill moved into a run-
down property in Fareham, they did not expect an 

overnight transformation. “The garden was a shambles and, 
because we were both working and had limited spare time,  
it evolved in fits and starts,” explains Jill, who is a retired 
beauty consultant.

Michael and Jill were originally attracted to the 1950s 
semi-detached chalet bungalow for its sixth-of-an-acre plot. 
“We wanted as big a garden as possible, so the bungalow 
was almost secondary,” says Jill. “The first time we visited, 
I went straight out into the garden, but it was so overgrown 
that it wasn’t clear where the boundaries were.” Pushing 
their way through the undergrowth, they realised that 
the plot was irregularly triangular, and bigger than it first 
appeared. “It was hidden by a rotten apple tree, conifers and 
a few shrubs that were well past their sell-by date, but it had 
a good feel,” she recalls.

Initially, the garden was simply cleared and laid to grass 
whilst Jill and Michael, a retired fabricator welder, renovated 
the bungalow. Early on, a greenhouse was shoehorned into 
the furthest corner, and Jill began growing plants from seed, 
or propagating cuttings from friends. “On a limited budget, 
a greenhouse is absolutely essential,” she says. One by one, 
curving flower beds and borders were established — sunny, 
damp or shady depending on position. “I’d lay hosepipe on 
the grass to indicate the shape, then we’d make a few tweaks 
before digging it over, and planting,” says Jill, a self-taught 
gardener who has learned through experience as well as 
from the many gardening books that fill her bookshelves. 
She and Michael pick up ideas from visiting other gardens, 
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A greenhouse is absolutely essential 
when you are on a limited budget
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Above The adorable 
summerhouse is a 
triumph of Michael 
and Jill’s creativity. 

Right A fantastic 
variety of greenery 
adds interest and 
edge along the path.

There were, however, no hand-me-downs involved 
in the jetty and thatched summerhouse: a homemade 
structure that was conceived in 2000 as a life-sized floor 
plan drawn on the garage floor. “I come up with the ideas, 
and then Michael works out how to build them, and does 
all the structural work,” explains Jill. The summerhouse is 
built around a sturdy framework which, concreted into the 
ground, supports the side panels. Standard doors would have 
caught on the thatch, so Michael constructed bi-fold doors to 
fit the opening. “We just worked it out as we went along — as 
we do most things,” adds Jill. Thatching was a last-minute 
brainwave. “We thought it’d be very expensive, but found a 
local thatcher who quoted £400, so we had it done and it”s 
lasted well for more than a decade.”

VIVE LA DIFFERENCE 
A high point came during 2011 when Alan Titchmarsh filmed 
there as part of ITV’s series Love Your Garden. Later, when 
viewers voted for their favourite garden, just over half voted 
for Michael and Jill”s, no doubt charmed by the enticing 
way in which the garden is laid out, with views obscured by 
curving beds of choice plants, suiting different conditions. 
The ponds are edged in moisture-loving astilbes, primulas, 
irises, water forget-me-nots, pickerel weed and hostas which 
are planted directly into sacking bags filled with aquatic 
soil, and laid along the edges. Meanwhile, the shady, eastern 
boundary is a tricky, damp situation which suits maples, 
hydrangeas, Viburnum davidii, hostas and ferns. Finally, the 
sunnier beds and borders are filled with a blend of roses, 
clematis, lavender, small trees and perennials — poppies, 
salvias, astrantias, delphiniums and Shasta daisies.

A lot of work has gone into creating this lovely garden, 
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but Michael and Jill still find time to relax, especially around the 
summerhouse and jetty area. “Weather permitting, we eat out there 
whenever we can,” adds Jill. They are not alone. Prompted by the 
sound of footsteps, dozens of goldfish surface to be fed, whilst spring 
brings an invasion of frogs that shelter in the bog garden beneath big-
leaved plants such as rheums, rodgersias, gunneras, ligularias and 
hostas. The maintenance on both bog garden and pond is light, largely 
because Michael and Jill have created a healthy environment through 
a balance of plants and wildlife. It was five years before they needed 
to clear out an inevitable build-up of silt. “We dropped the pond level, 
donned waders, and scooped out the silt,” explains Jill. “We’d hoped 
to find some of the toys our grandchildren had dropped in, but all we 
found was a dinner fork.”

With eight grandchildren in all, they are never short of visitors, 
especially around tadpole collecting time. “Children are drawn to the 
pond like a magnet — there”s so much life there, and they like feeding 
the fish,” says Jill. “Or they run around the paths, and play hide-and-
seek. We love to see them enjoying it all. The garden opens in aid of 
The National Gardens Scheme charity. Visit ngs.org.uk for details.
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COMPETITION Yvonne Coomber

Y  
vonne Coomber is one of the UK’s 
most exciting and experimental 
artists. Her floral paintings, which 

draw inspiration from the tumbling hedgerows, 
ancient woodland and sprawling landscapes 
of her native Devon, are unique and pop with 
vibrant colour.

The mixed media pieces often include 
glitter, gold leaf, with layers of rainbow-strewn 
pigments and paint. The finished effect is 
kaleidoscopic, yet harmonious. “I paint using a 
variety of materials as I want to create a visual 
language that’s both simple and complex,” says 
Yvonne. “I want to communicate light, joy, 
freedom and magic. I use glitter because it has 
light reflecting qualities and the ability to light 
up a final image, to make it sparkle and sing.”
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There’s also a feeling of indulgence and 
luxury in Yvonne’s work, achieved by the 
many materials that she combines. “The 
glitter I use is sourced carefully and contains 
diamond dust amongst other ingredients,” 
she says. “Gold adds richness and depth, 
and I choose authentic gold leaf because it 
illuminates and dazzles.”

Yvonne’s distinctive work is perhaps 
best characterised by her exuberant use of 
colour. Her ‘flower paintings’ are sought after 
all over the world for their colour blends, 
which are at once striking and subtle. “The oil 
paints I choose are carefully selected for their 
saturation of colour,” explains Yvonne. “The 
layered washes create their own language.  

One lucky reader will 
win an original oil 

painting by Yvonne 
Coomber, worth £2,200

I love their transparency, and the effect of 
many, many layers on a finished piece. Flowers 
provide wonderful inspiration for me.”

Period Ideas has teamed up with Yvonne 
Coomber to offer one lucky reader the chance 
to win a gorgeous original artwork. The oil 
painting on canvas with glitter is entitled ‘My 
Heart Skips a Beat with Your Sweet Kisses’, 
measures 90cm x 90cm, and is valued at 
£2,200. For more information about Yvonne 
Coomber or to view her other works, including 
prints and fine art cushions, please call 01803 
840 161 or visit yvonnecoomber.com

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Prize delivery costs are included for UK mainland addresses only.

CLOSING DATE: 6th May 2016

How to enter
For the chance to win this fantastic 

prize, turn to page 119 or head to 
periodideas.com and answer the 

following question.

Q�From�which�county�does�
Yvonne�draw�inspiration?

        A Devon
        B Yorkshire
        C Kent

Work  
of Art

EXCLUSIVE PRIZE

WIN 
an original 

artwork worth 

£2,200

Visit Yvonne’s website for more examples of 
her work, including this limited edition hand-
embellished print, titled ‘I Feel Love’.
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Building the  
DREAM 

Lisa and Steve Cooney started from scratch 
when it came to creating their family home

Words GAP INTERIORS/JANE BOWLES  

Photography GAP INTERIORS/COLIN POOLE
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Above The cheery 
floral prints in Lisa’s 
house work well 
with her neutral 
palette and painted 
wooden furniture.   

D  
esigning and building their own home was never 
a plan for Lisa Cooney and her husband Steve. In 
fact, it happened almost by accident. “We never 

set out to build our own house,” says Lisa, as she thinks 
back to the summer it all began. “We were renting a flat, and 
although we desperately hoped to stay living in the area, all 
the properties we looked at for sale were way out of our 
budget.” Being settled in the leafy village of Milford in Surrey, 
close to Lisa’s parents and sister Jess, the couple wanted to 
remain a close-knit family. They were also keen for their 
girls, Lili and Daisy, to have grandparents nearby.

Lisa recalls, “One day our architect friend, Peter, dropped 
by and the conversation came round to houses. My parents 
had a ramshackle wooden-framed extension in their garden 
that they didn’t particularly like, and Peter said it might be 
possible for us to knock it down and build our own house 
there instead. He offered to do some drawings, and the 
whole idea just grew organically from there.”

BRICKS & MORTAR 
The first hurdle was getting planning permission, which 
wasn’t easy, as Lisa’s parents’ house was built on a brown-
field site. “Every time we got turned down, Peter just 
tweaked the designs a little bit more,” recalls Lisa. All in all, 
it took a lengthy 18 months of amendments and changes 
before the planning permission finally came through and 
the only restriction was that the couple had to keep to the 
exact footprint of the old wood-framed extension. In order 
to help project manage the build, and be close by to oversee 
everything, Lisa and Steve gave up their rented flat and 
moved into her mum and dad’s spare room. “It was quite a 
squeeze!” laughs Lisa.

 Luckily, a family friend recommended a great builder, 
Paul, and everything went pretty smoothly from there. 
Coincidentally, it was another full 18 months for the 3 bed 
semi to be complete – from laying the foundations in a 
chilly February to the property looking spick and span by 
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REAL HOMES Surrey stunner

Vintage-style furniture can be 
really practical and it’s brilliant 

for storage, too. The French 
armoire holds a huge amount of 

children’s toys
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Above Lisa’s living 
room is a relaxing 
haven for all the 
family, combining 
great storage with 
elegant furniture.

the summer of the following year. “The hardest part was 
synchronising everyone,” recalls Lisa. “Sometimes it felt like 
an uphill struggle, but our friends and family helped us get 
through it. My best friend, Nicola, is a florist, and whenever 
things got really bad she’d come round with a gorgeous 
bouquet of flowers to cheer me up!” 

FRENCH CONNECTION 
With the build complete three years on from initial 
discussions with Peter, Lisa and Steve could see the finish 
line in sight; it was just another few months before they 
finally moved in. Being involved in designing the house was 
crucial for the couple, as they both wanted to create a family 
home that was practical, good-looking and felt great to live 
in. But Lisa found that decorating their brand new space that 
was the really fun bit – she spent many happy hours poring 
over interiors books and magazines to get a clear idea of the 

REAL HOMES Surrey stunner

exact look she envisaged. “I knew that I wanted to go for a 
vintage French vibe. I imagined it would be quite soft and 
feminine, but elegant at the same time - more ‘chateau’ chic 
than ‘shabby’ chic!” she laughs.

 In general, the décor had to be quite practical and child-
friendly. Lisa says, “Both our girls are very creative and a bit 
messy – wall-to-wall cream carpets and white sofas would 
never work!” In the end, she chose slightly darker natural 
shades of paintwork, loose linen covers and soft furnishings, 
all of which are a dream to keep clean. Lisa’s personal 
priority was to create a sense of light and space, but the 
French feel that she so desperately wanted wasn’t lost - the 
house has ended up with a grand total of six sets of French 
windows opening out on to the pretty garden, making the 
most of the outdoor space throughout every season. 

Lisa also made a few surprising discoveries along the 
way. “I’ve found that vintage style furniture can be really 
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Right The bathroom 
is airy and well-
lit thanks to the 
skylight. The Lloyd 
Loom style chair 
adds extra comfort 
and a place to put a 
robe when bathing. 

practical and it’s brilliant for storage, too. The French armoire 
cupboard in our sitting room is smart and sophisticated but it 
also holds a huge amount of children’s toys, so, at the end of 
a long day, I can have a quick tidy up, pop everything inside 
and the room looks tidy again within minutes,” she says

As Lisa and Steve were on a strict budget, they had to 
come up with some creative solutions to achieving the high-
end look they wanted, with less money. Although their funds 
wouldn’t stretch to having the reclaimed wooden floorboards 

I wanted to go for a 
vintage French vibe. 
I imagined it would 

be  more ‘chateau’ chic 
than ‘shabby’ chic

REAL HOMES Surrey stunner

which Lisa dreamed of, they decided to lay broad strips of 
tongue-and-groove instead. Once they were sanded down 
and stained the perfect colour, the end result was stunning, 
at a fraction of the cost compared to genuine vintage planks. 
“Everyone thinks they really are old floorboards,” says Lisa.

MIX AND MATCH
The family kitchen has a country feel with touches of vintage 
charm throughout. “We bought new carcasses off the high 
street, but fitted antique-effect cupboard doors and used 
reclaimed Victorian ceiling joists as worktops, for nostalgic 
appeal,” says Lisa. Overall, the space has a delightful, cosy air 
with pretty china, delicate glassware and hanging wooden 
hearts at every turn. The couple were resourceful with their 
pennies when it came to furnishing the space, too. Old pine 
cupboards were sourced on eBay and the wooden table is 
a fabulous junk shop find. It seems all Lisa’s friends have 
kitchen envy when they pop over for coffee and cake!

 Moving through the rest of the house, it’s clear to see 
that Lisa has kept firmly to her brief. Pale colours abound 
and plenty of light pours in through the French windows. 
Fresh floral displays and family photographs nestle side 
by side French furniture and unashamedly feminine soft 
furnishings to create an altogether relaxed ambiance. Being 
a dab hand with a sewing machine, Lisa made many of the 
fabric pieces, including cushions and curtains, which adds to 
the homespun appeal of this unique home.

 “Living in the house that we designed and built 
ourselves is the most wonderful experience,” smiles Lisa. 
Indeed, everything in the couple’s house has turned out 
better than they could have hoped for. Not only are they 
close to family and friends, but they’ve created a unique 
home to enjoy for many years to come. 
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PROMOTION The Wildlife Trusts

— MY WILD LIFE —

my  
legacy

Peter and his Grandsons, The Parks, Herefordshire

The future of our wildlife is important to Peter.  Not only because of 
the crucial role it plays in keeping our society and environment happy 
and healthy, but also because of the enjoyment it brings to him and his 
grandsons every day. By leaving a gift in his will to The Wildlife Trusts, 
Peter is helping to ensure that future generations can enjoy wildlife and 
wild places across the UK as much as he has.
A gift in your will can help ensure a better future for wildlife and people.   
Get in touch with Ruth Grice: rgrice@wildlifetrusts.org, 01636 670094 
wildlifetrusts.org/legacy



GIVEAWAY Willow & Hall

B  
ritish online furniture retailer Willow 
& Hall designs and manufactures 
a wide range of beautifully crafted 

living and bedroom furniture. Each piece is 
carefully designed to fit in with modern  
day living, and with over 35 years’ experience 
of quality British craftsmanship, each 
charming item is handmade to order, in 
Willow & Hall’s Wiltshire workshop.  

Living room furniture designs include 
elegant sofa beds and sofas, chaise storage 
sofas, space-saving corner units and handy 
footstools with hidden storage space. All sofa 
beds in the collection come with a choice of 
three mattresses including a luxurious 14cm 
deep pocket sprung design, perfect for every 
day and occasional use. Customers can also 
choose from a selection of seat fillings, left and 
right-hand configurations on all corner and 
chaise sofa beds and sofas, as well as a wide 
range of armchairs and footstools. 

Willow & Hall caters for the bedroom too, 
with a choice of elegant bedsteads, clutter-
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busting storage beds, beautifully crafted 
headboards and elegant blanket boxes. A range 
of sumptuous mattresses is also available, 
including the Timsbury Tops mattress, which 
combines a bottom layer of 1,500 pocketed 
springs topped with a further 1,000 springs to 
ensure optimum comfort.

EXPERT ADVICE
From contemporary to classic, with a range 
of sizes, configuration and style options, 
the Willow & Hall team is on hand to guide 
customers through the entire buying process; 
from selecting which shape and style to go 
for, to choosing one of 90 available fabrics 
and leathers. Offering a truly bespoke service, 
customers can select from simple yet classic 
cotton and textured house linen, to decadent 
matt and crushed velvets, and luxurious 
leathers. And choosing the right one for you 
couldn’t be easier. Simply select which fabric 
you like from the Willow & Hall website and 
it’ll be sent out to you the very next day. 

Win a Willow & Hall sofa bed worth £1,392

How to enter
Simply turn to page 119 or head to periodideas.com to enter this great giveaway. CLOSING DATE: 6th May 2016 
T&Cs: Prizes cannot be returned, exchanged for cash, or replaced if lost or damaged. Prize delivery costs are included for UK mainland addresses only.

Home comforts
EXCLUSIVE PRIZE

TO ENTER
this great  

giveaway simply 
turn to page 119  

or head to 
periodideas.com

Get style and comfort with The Edington  
three seater sofa bed in Wool Ash

All Willow & Hall pieces come with a 
5-year frame guarantee, and all furniture 
can be delivered in 4-5 weeks. Customers 
can view all products in every available 
fabric online, while the website pricing 
function allows you to see just how much 
your purchase will cost with any chosen 
extras. Useful guides and helpful tips are 
all part of the service to make furniture 
buying a pleasure rather than a chore. 

This month, we’ve teamed up with 
Willow & Hall to offer one lucky reader 
the chance to win a beautifully crafted 
sofa bed. The Edington three seater 
sofa bed in Wool Ash exudes style and 
comfort. Its timeless design fits with both 
contemporary and classic schemes and it 
easily converts into a generous sleeping 
space complete with a 14cm deep pocket 
sprung mattress. For more information 
visit willowandhall.co.uk or call 0845 
468 0577 to request free samples, a 
catalogue and showroom information. 
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ROOM TO 
GROW 

The Howards’ period home  
is evolving to meet the needs  

of their young family 

Words and styling GAP INTERIORS/SALLY MATON HEMMING 
Photography GAP INTERIORS/BRUCE HEMMING 

SOUTHERN GEM



W 
hen Steve and Amanda Howard started 
looking for a family home to buy in East 
Sussex they decided that it had to be in a 

village, as they wanted local amenities and shopping and as 
they were planning to start a family they wanted a good school 
nearby.  Although not essential, easy access to the seaside 
would be an added bonus. 

“We have always lived in old properties,” explains Amanda, 
a mixed media artist. “We like period and character features in 
a house so that was a must for us when looking for our new 
home.” Fortunately they found a four-bed house in Maynards 
Green with bags of period character, potential to extend, a 

REAL HOMES Edwardian vision
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lovely secluded garden and another big plus, the local 
primary school could not have been closer as it was right 
opposite the property.  

Originally built in the 1800s, it had served the 
community as the village shop for many years, but had 
already been converted into a house by the time the 
couple viewed it. 

When Steve and Amanda bought the house they loved 
the cosy warm feel of the sitting room with its deep red 
walls, which they like to think of it as their ‘winter room’, 
and decided not to change it at all. A traditional patterned 
Axminster carpet was also included in the sale of the 

Top left Amanda’s 
old Underwood 
typewriter was a 
charity shop find and 
cost just £30, It sits 
next to her vintage 
desk. The quirky mix 
works well together.

T
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My mum had a great eye 
for interior design, so 

I guess my initial passion 
for creating a lovely home 

came from her
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Above Amanda 
recycles old books 
that are broken and 
beyond repair to 
create fantasy works 
of art. This is her 
interpretation of a 
scene from Alice in 
Wonderland.  

REAL HOMES Edwardian vision

house, which encouraged them to keep to an Edwardian 
theme. “We bought everything in there to complement the red 
walls,” says Amanda. “We added a new sofa from DFS, antique 
chairs and lots of unusual finds from eBay and local antique 
shops. I also bought some prints and then dressed them with 
ornate frames.”

Four years after moving in Amanda became pregnant 
and the couple discovered she was expecting twins. The 
couple soon realised that the ground floor layout wasn’t quite 
right for family living and embarked on an ambitious plan 
to reconfigure the rooms. The old kitchen was turned into a 
room that can be used as a playroom and TV den, with a small 
work area for Amanda at one end where she can work on her 

designs but also keep an eye on her boys Cameron and Ethan 
in the garden. A new kitchen was created in what was formerly 
the dining room and being budget conscious, the couple stuck to 
a strict budget and spent about £6,000 on units and appliances 
from Magnet.  

COUNTRY STYLE
Steve, who works in recruitment, is the chef in this household 
and he was very pleased to pick up a brand new Rangemaster 
cooker at half price on Ebay, which they fitted into the chimney 
alcove. To save money, the couple did the painting and tiling 
themselves sourcing tiles from a local budget store. Amanda 
wanted a country look for the kitchen, choosing browns and 
coffee colours, and as she had always wanted a window seat 
she asked her carpenter to build one in the bay window. One 
of her friends made the cushions and curtains featuring a 
decorative pelmet using a contrasting designer fabric. 

The reconfiguration of the ground floor rooms had left the 
Howards with no dining room so a conservatory was added 
at the side of the house, which also meant that a downstairs 
cloakroom could be created from what had previously been an 
outside WC. The modern conservatory is energy-efficient and 
has Gothic arched glazing bars in the windows, which are more 
in keeping with a period home.

LIGHT UP YOUR LIFE
Be inspired by Amanda’s fabulous interiors and 
choose some antique lighting to add style to your 
home. There’s a fine selection of table lamps 
available at Swans of Oakham. For more details 
call 01572 724 36 or visit swansofoakham.co.uk
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REAL HOMES Edwardian vision
Far left Amanda’s 
Waterhouse print 
in the bedroom 
is reflected in a 
charming antique 
mirror. The eclectic 
mix of shapes and 
textures in the 
ornaments add 
decorative interest.

The upstairs rooms didn’t need major structural work 
but the bathroom was a Seventies pink plastic shocker. 
Amanda has always Art Nouveau design and splashed out on a 
luxurious Chadder slipper bath, hand basin, WC and towel rail, 
which echoes the lavish style of that period. 

She carried the Art Nouveau themes through into the 
bedrooms, the bedsteads, mirrors, and 
Pre-Raphaelite art work are all modern 
interpretations of classics even the 
contemporary lighting is period style and 
detail, right down to the light switches. 

CHILD’S PLAY
The twins’ bedroom had previously 
been used as an office and had the split-
level mezzanine installed. A carpenter 
built bunk beds with storage cupboards 
underneath and all the woodwork was 
then painted bright red. 

Steve and Amanda do realise that as 
the children get older they will outgrow 
what is now a perfect boys’ room, so 
they have made plans to build a two-
storey extension on the footprint of the 
conservatory providing an extra bedroom, 
new family bathroom, and an ensuite to 
the master bedroom.

In the garden Amanda has created 
a series of secluded spaces under the 
mature trees around the lawns. Brick 
paths were laid connecting each area, and 
leading to a raised deck that catches the 
evening sunlight.  Throughout the garden 
there are signs, statues, and tiny doorways 
which all reference the magical fairy 
world that so inspires her work. 
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Bamfords
Auctioneers & Valuers

QUARTERLY FINE ART AND ANTIQUE SALES
WEEKLY VICTORIAN AND EDWARDIAN SALES

at 
The Derby Saleroom, Chequers Road, Derby, DE21 6EN

and
The Auction House, Peak Village, Chatsworth Rd, Rowsley, Derbyshire DE4 2JE

Local Service, 
International Prices

We are open for clients to consign items to a sale Monday to Friday 9am to 5pm.

Valuations held at our salerooms on a Thursday, Derby 10am - 12noon 
and Rowsley 2pm - 4pm

Derby: 01332 210000
fineart@bamfords-auctions.co.uk

Bakewell: 01629 730920
bakewell@bamfords-auctions.co.uk

ENQUIRIES 
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BRITAIN’ S HERITAGE Perfectly formed

O  
nce upon a time we were children; 
I think that’s something we can 
all agree upon. But while we have 

grown up in a child-centred society, it’s only in 
relatively recent times that children’s rooms and 
the objects within them have been considered 
important parts of the home.   

Before the Victorian era, children’s quarters 
were usually found in attics, or on the topmost 
floor above the main bedrooms. They had few 
architectural details and were simply furnished 
for the most basic of requirements. “The nursery 
itself was a fairly new concept,” says historian 
Judith Flanders. She refers to J C Loudon and 
the 1838 publication, 
The Suburban Garden 
and Villa Companion, 
where the writer “had 
to explain to his readers 
that specialised rooms 
for children were called 
‘nurseries’.” However, by 
the late 19th century, many 
Victorian homes had a suite 
of rooms which included 
a night nursery and a day 
room, specifically designed 
for use after the first child 
was born.

FAMILY TIME
In the 1800s, across all 
classes of society, there were 
good parents and bad parents just as there are 
today. But, for the most part “to be one of a 
large family of children, based in one splendid 
country house and its park, as well as visiting 
others and a London home too, must have been 
a good way to be young,” says historian Adeline 
Hartcup. Especially fortunate Victorian children 
had their own special spaces, inside the home 
and out. A child’s outside world might have 
included splendid gardens. Stables with ponies, 
game reserves, kennels, a lake with canoes, 
tennis courts, bowling greens, croquet lawns, 
and sometimes even a cricket pitch. Oh, to be 
young in such a house!

Following Queen Victoria and Prince 
Albert’s lead, Britain placed increasing 
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importance on family life, and the 
need for children to have their own 
space, furnished specifically for 
them. These furniture items and 
accessories are now of great interest 
to collectors, both as antiques and 
reflectors of social history.

Sheraton’s Cabinet Dictionary, 
published in 1803, shows an 
illustration of ‘a swinging crib bed’. 
It was such a cot (boat-shaped and 
opulently upholstered) that Queen 
Victoria ordered in 1840 for her first 
child, Princess Victoria. By 1881 drop 

sided cribs were in use. 
Like cots today, these 
“were raised on high 
legs to about the height 
of an adult bed so that 
they could be pushed 
up to the nurse’s bed 
if the child was ill or 
fretful,” says children’s 
antiques specialist, 
Sally Kevill-Davies. 
“With the advent of metal beds 
in the second half of the 19th 
century,” she continues, “cribs 
made of iron with mesh sides 
were common … Iron was given 
the approval of the childcare 
experts because it was hygienic 

and could not ‘harbour vermin’.”
Children’s chairs are some of the most 

attractive children’s antiques, and they can still 
be used today - our own little grandson enjoys 
sitting in a chair which was made for his great-
grandmother (born 1890) when she was a child. 
“The earliest surviving examples of children’s 
high chairs, which date from the late 16th 
century, are massive, heavy oak affairs, often 
with splayed legs for extra durability,” says Sally 
Kevill-Davies. “From the 17th, right through the 
18th and 19th centuries, a variety of designs 
for country high chairs, with rush seats and 
spindle or ladder backs, were adapted for use as 
children’s high chairs. During the second half of 
the 19th century high chairs became more and 
more complicated and sophisticated.”

 

Margaret Powling discovers how children’s 
furniture became a focal point for the home

Collectables
YOUNG AT HEART

BEST CHINA
If space doesn’t allow for a collection of 
children’s furniture, then you might consider 
smaller items. It was not until the beginning 
of the 19th century that plates and mugs were 
made especially for children which, according 
to Sally Kevill-Davies, “were known as ‘tooth 
mugs’. This wasn’t because they were used as 
part of teeth-cleaning apparatus, but because 
they were often given to celebrate the cutting of 
a child’s first tooth.” 

Furthermore,  thanks to a belief in the 19th 
century that children should be educated from 
morning until night, nursery china was often 
decorated with quotations from the Bible, as 
well as other important lessons. Later, designs 
were produced from illustrations by Kate 
Greenaway, Cecil Aldin (who was well known 
for designs including dogs), and Louis Wain 
(who specialised in cats). Mabel Lucie Attwell 
was another illustrator adapted for nursery 
china. In 1926, Shelley’s produced a tea service 
featuring a design taken from her recently 
published books, based on green elves. Now, 
wouldn’t those be fun to collect!
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Above  My grandson 
pictured with a 

family heirloom. 
Children’s furniture 

is becoming 
increasingly 

collectable and also 
has huge sentimental 

value. Make sure 
your precious pieces 

are fully insured.

Left Old school 
desks and chairs are 
being snapped up by 
vintage aficionados. 

Even old science 
desks and reclaimed 

gym flooring are in 
high demand.

Inspiring places to visit:  
Lanhydrock, in Cornwall, is a prime example 

of late Victorian architecture, with a typical nursery 
suite including day and night rooms. The house was 

devastated by a fire in 1881, but rebuilt using the very 
latest in building techniques, and happily lived in by 

Thomas Charles, Mary Agar-Robartes and their children 
until the First World War.

Wightwick Manor, near Wolverhampton, is a 
Victorian manor house built in the style of the Arts & 

Crafts Movement. There are some lovely examples of 
children’s wooden furniture in the day nursery, plus plenty 
more accessories associated with Edwardian childhood, 

such as a rocking horse, dolls and teddy bears. 

The V&A Museum of Childhood, in London, provides 
a comprehensive look at the history of children in the 
home. There is an emphasis on toys and games, but 
there’s also a vast collection of children’s furniture. 

For more information on Lanhydrock and Wightwick 
Manor, please visit nationaltrust.org.uk

For the V&A Museum of Childhood, please call  
020 8983 5200 or visit vam.ac.uk/moc

DIARY DATES•Alexandra Palace Antiques and Collectors Fair, 
Alexandra Palace, London, 1st May  
A new addition to the IACF calendar, the Alexandra 
Palace is a spectacular backdrop for this popular sale. 
The event regularly attracts over 300 high quality 
antiques dealers from all over the UK; with restaurants, 
bars and cafés on site, shoppers are sure to have an 
enjoyable day. Pop Up Vintage Fairs London is also 
taking part, bringing a fresh variety to the day. 
01636 702 326, iacf.co.uk

•Petworth Park Antiques and Fine Art Fair, 
Petworth Park, West Sussex, 6th-8th May 
After an impressive inaugural event last year, Petworth 
fair returns with over 40 specialist dealers showcasing 
their finest pieces, including decorative furniture, 
lighting, glass, ceramics, sculpture, paintings, textiles, 
silver, and ancient fossils. On the 300th anniversary of 
Capability Brown’s birth, Petworth is also celebrating 
the famous landscape gardener as it takes place 
within the gardens he created. The fair opens at 11am 
on Friday and 10:30am on Saturday and Sunday. 
For more information call 01797 252 030 or visit 
petworthparkfair.com

•The Antique and Modern Jewellery Auction, 
Fellows Auctioneers, Birmingham, 12th May
Featuring over 600 lots, the Antique and Modern 
Jewellery Auction is always hotly anticipated each 
month. The large variety of high-quality pieces 
attracts collectors from all over the world, jewellery 
connoisseurs and antique enthusiasts. Lots are available 
to view in Mayfair before the auction, which takes 
place in the heart of Birmingham’s jewellery quarter, 
beginning at 11am. To find out more call 0121 212 2131 
or visit fellows.co.uk

•Antiques and Fine Art Sale with Asian Art and 
Musical Instruments, The Cheshire Saleroom, 
Cheshire, 19th-20th May
This Adam Partridge auction appeals to specific buyers 
and general antiques enthusiasts alike. There are plenty 
of Eastern-inspired lots, while others are sure to hit 
the right note with music collectors. Adam Partridge 
is one of the UK’s most well-respected auctioneers, 
recognisable from a number of TV shows. Viewing for 
this sale is on Wednesday 18th May 01625 431 788, 
adampartridge.co.uk
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Knutsford Antiques

Three floors 
of fine
quality

antiques
and

collectables.

Fine antique furniture, Period oak, 
French antiques, Objets de vertu, Paintings,

Prints & Books, Glass, China,
Jewellery, Clocks, Decorative Arts & 

Hallmark British silver.
Stockist of Annie Sloan chalk paint

113 King Street, Knutsford, 
Cheshire WA16 6EH (Jnc 19 M6)

Telephone: 01565 654092

www.antiquesknutsford.co.uk

Open every day, except Monday

Best
in the
North
West!
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A braham Moon and 
Sons is one of the 
last vertical woollen 
mills remaining in 

the UK. With a proud heritage 
that can be traced back to 1837, 
it produces luxurious 100% 
wool products for the interior 
design and clothing industries. 
Every aspect of the production 
process takes place on site 
in Leeds, including dyeing, 
blending, carding, spinning, 
weaving and finishing. Martin 
Aveyard is Design Director 
at Moon. He’s a textile design 
graduate from Leeds University, 
and has worked at Moon for 
over 40 years.

My favourite room is…
our living room. We have a 
large inglenook fireplace with 
a cast-iron Franklin stove. It’s 
a great room at Christmas and 
during the winter. 

The thing I like the most  
about my house is…
its history. Grange Hall stands 
on an ancient site: as early 
as 1298 the canons of Bolton 
Priory had their grange 
farm here. The Jacobean 
hall is believed to have been 
constructed from earlier 
buildings between 1614-20 
by John Coates, and later it 
was home to his son Roger; a 
friend of Oliver Cromwell, and 
a member of the Barebones 
Parliament, which ushered in 
the protectorate. Cromwell 
almost certainly visited the 
house. Whenever we restore it, we work  
hard to retain its original features. 

I wish I’d invented…
a) the time machine so I could go back and 
change one or two bad decisions I’ve made in 
the past and spend time with my dear parents. 
And b) the mobile phone. I would have kept  
the invention to myself and thrown it in the 
nearest river!

The place I love most in Britain is…
the Yorkshire Dales. It’s one of the few places 
where humans may have actually improved 
the scenery by our actions such as building 
limestone drystone walls and grazing sheep 
on the fells. The locals are straightforward 
and friendly underneath the gruff Yorkshire 
exterior. And we have some great pubs!

When decorating a room  
I always…
do it myself. I have an 
obsessive attention to detail 
so would be sure to find 
fault if I got someone in. As a 
Yorkshireman I’m also very 
reluctant to pay for anything 
I can do myself!

My top tip is…
buy little but buy well. A few 
high-quality items last longer, 
look better, and save you 
money in the long term. 

The worst design disaster 
I’ve ever had was…
smelly scarves! About 20 
years ago our apparel division 
created some scarves with 
scratch and sniff technology. 
They came in a range of fruit 
scents as well as chocolate, 
bubble gum and cola. They 
may have been a great success 
in polyester fleece, but our 
wool was too expensive and 
could not be machine-washed. 
Around the same time Marks 
& Spencer tried selling socks 
which smelt of grass cuttings 
so we weren’t on our own!

If I could make over anyone’s 
house it would be…
David Hockney’s. He is a 
genius with colour, which is 
something you can also see in 
the colours he wears. I would 
like to discuss interior design 
with him.

The interiors trend I love is…
mid-century modernism. I’ve always been a 
fan of the clean simple lines and colour palettes 
of the 1950s and early 1960s.

I think the next interiors trend will be…
more pattern. The trend will be less thematic, 
with more eclectic interiors which reveal 
personal tastes. I think we’ll see a more neutral 
palette, particularly warm greys with bold 
highlights of colour.

The best advice I ever had was…
unfortunately never given to me in time.

If I wasn’t a designer I would…
restore old houses or classic Alfa Romeo cars.

Find out more about Martin’s work, and admire 
the fabrics at Moon by browsing moons.co.uk
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We chat to the  
Martin Aveyard

Design Director at  
fabric specialist Moon

AT HOME  
WITH...
Martin Aveyard

ESSENTIALS Designer insight
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New romantic
Sean Harris uncovers a love story at Dunham Massey  

which left Queen Victoria unamused 
Photography NTPL/MATTHEW ANTROBUS & DAVID JONES

BRITAIN’S HERITAGE Victorian passion 

The National Trust prides itself 
on telling stories in sensitive 
and ground-breaking ways. 

After making headlines with the 
Stamford Military Hospital project, in 
which Dunham Massey rediscovered 
its pivotal role in the First World War, 
the ever ambitious Dunham staff have 
taken an entirely different direction 
for 2016. Katie Taylor, the House and 
Collections Manager, and Jess Webb, 
the Visitor Experience Manager, explain 
how this year’s story, ‘Dunham’s Lost 
Years: A Victorian Tale of Love and 
Abandonment’, will shine a whole new 
light onto the house’s past.

“A lot of people said that we should 
keep the hospital forever,” says Katie, 
“but there are so many stories here, 
and we felt we had to try out different 
things. The reinvention was quite a 
daunting prospect, but we knew from 
the beginning that our next story was 
very strong. It’s engaging, inspiring  
and surprisingly relevant to today.”

The ‘Lost Years’ project explores 

the 1855 marriage between George 
Harry Booth-Grey, 7th Earl of Stamford 
and Warrington, and ‘raven-ringletted’ 
London celebrity Catharine Cocks, a 
circus bareback rider. Queen Victoria 
herself would not socialise with the 
Earl’s bride, and the pair became 
somewhat outcast from high society, 
to the point where they were forced to 
relocate away from Dunham. However, 
Katie says that the story “shouldn’t 
necessarily be labelled a scandal.”

“This project explores the whole 
idea of gossip,” says Jess. “It’s about 
suitable marriages, unsuitable 
marriages, high-profile opinion and 
social rebellion.” The Earl was one 
of the wealthiest men in England at 
the time, and he had already broken 
with convention in his first marriage 
to a servant’s daughter at 21. George 
and Catharine were an unpredictable 
couple, surrounding themselves with 
similar characters, and spending their 
riches with a reckless abandon. “George 
Harry’s was a story of rebellion,” says 

Catharine’s lingering presence is especially 
felt in the Green Silk Room, where there is a 

focus on form and costume

Catharine was a keen horse rider thoughout her life
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Katie, “Catharine’s was almost that of a fairy tale princess. 
Their romance is a ‘what happened next’ for the Cinderella 
story – but it isn’t as straightforward as ‘happily ever after’.”

A break away from the bleak practicality of Stamford 
Hospital, visitors in 2016 can expect ornate paintings, delicate 
textiles and chandeliers. “It does represent a huge change,” 
explains Katie, “This story allows us to reveal a whole new 
perspective on Dunham; it’s frilly, fancy, more feminine and 
extravagant. There’s a softer, warmer feeling to the place.”

A huge change brings a comparably huge challenge for 
the staff, who were initially faced with a task familiar to all of 
the National Trust: where next, and how? 
“The decision to go with George Harry and Catharine’s story 
was made part way through the World War One project, 
around 18 months ago.” says Jess. Just as the War was a 
crucial period in Dunham’s history, it has proven a turning 
point for the staff and volunteers of today. “A core team of 
around 20 people has been involved in turning this idea into 
reality,” says Katie. “Physical building of the project began 
last November, and we were ready for visitors by the end of 
February this year.”

WORK OF ART
Katie explains that one of the greatest challenges involved a 
huge rehanging of more than 60 paintings. “Not only did the 
significant pieces require delicate handling, some of them 
are really heavy!” she recalls. But after weeks of hard work, 
the Great Gallery is now an impressive focal point. “A lot of 
the estate’s paintings are being presented in an original way, 
including some pieces that George and Catharine took with 
them when they moved. People will be able to see the works 
in a new and exciting light.”

Another major feature this year involves a new emphasis 
on textiles. Dunham collaborated with artist Karen LeRoy 
Harris to present Catharine’s story as a wistful tale of what 
could have been. The couple were forced out of Dunham in 
the wake of their union, so the project considers Catharine as 
‘The Lost Countess’. “Her lingering presence is especially felt 
in the Green Silk Room, where there is a focus on form and 
costume,” says Katie. “It shows how things would have been, 
if Catharine had been able to live at Dunham long-term.”

SURPRISE PACKAGE 
The marriage between George Harry and Catharine was an 
especially turbulent time at the house, and Katie and Jess 
hope the sense of unpredictability is palpable for their visitors. 
“Everyone inhabits Dunham in a different way, and the house 
has never remained static,” explains Katie, “which is why we 
chose to explore this story. We hope that people will be nicely 
surprised by what we’ve done, and will take away a feeling 
of the variety that Dunham’s history offers.” Jess continues, 
“Catharine and George are always surprising even us!”

‘Dunham’s Lost Years’ is everything the Stamford Hospital 
wasn’t; it’s luxuriant, a little outrageous, and the story carries 
a sense of the unknown. It’s a fresh focus for the staff and 
something completely different for the visitors. “It’s amazing 
that people living so long ago and in such high positions 
could be so unpredictable, colourful, and generally engaging,” 
concludes Katie. “This story’s not what you might expect.”

Above Dunham 
Massey Hall was built 
in 1616 by Sir George 
Booth

Right George Harry 
painted by Thomas 
McGuire

Below The Great 
Gallery is a focal point, 
with works presented 
in an original and 
exciting way

Hidden history
The story of Catharine and George has been dubbed ‘Dunham’s Lost Years’; to find out more about the history of the hall, its other owners and its 
importance to the local community, and for further details about the current project, please visit nationaltrust.org.uk
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antiques
and interiors

www.swansofoakham.co.uk
Oakham, Rutland.

Free delivery within 125 miles.

Specialists in Antique French beds and complimentary furniture

01572 724 364

New
5000 sq.ft.
Premises
Opening

April
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BESPOKE CUSTOM

BUILT FURNITURE

www.woodcarversguild.com

Tel: 01278 424246
Email: info@woodcarversguild.com

Unit 8c, Crypton Business Park,  Bristol Road,
Bridgwater,  Somerset, TA6 4SY England

THE FINEST HAND CARVED PRODUCTS BY
THE GUILD OF MASTER CRAFTSMEN
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INSTANT INSPIRATION
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INTERIORS
Decorating ideas, practical ways to improve your  
rooms and expert advice from industry insiders

Transform your home for the spring with GLORIOUS FLORALS and this 
year’s new take on timeless SCANDI STYLE. Treat yourself to a stunning 

piece of BESPOKE FURNITURE to complement your period home and 
find the PERFECT BED for the sweetest dreams.

Compact sofa £449, shown in Veela, ochre, selection 
of cushions priced from £17.50, all at Marks and 
Spencer, 0333 014 8000, marksandspencer.com
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Prussian 1

Raspberry sorbet

Purple tulip

Morning mist

Porcelain

PAINT  
PALETTE

Combine softer colours for a 
soothing effect 

0844 543 4600, zoffany.com

Add a burst of colour with watercolour 
florals and seasonal pinks

Watercolour floral curtains, 
from £60; Sheer panel, £28; 
Watercolour cushion, £14, all Next

BLOOM  
Come into

Floral ceramic jugs, from £9,     
The Contemporary Home

Polka vase, £14.95, 
Annabel James

Wisteria fabric, £85pm; Munro 
snow, £80pm; Aria rug, from 

£900, all Bluebellgray

EDITOR’S CHOICE
Barrington wallflowers 

cushion, £25,  
National Trust Shop
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Bring pinks, purples and blues into 
your home for a fresh, pretty look

Watercolour floral 
cushion, £12; 

Jacquard brush 
strokes cushion, £8, 

both from George
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FLORAL CHARM

Turquoise blue

Marigold

Mischief

Carmine

Pale lime

Cloud Chair in Pebble  
Blush Fabric, £35pm; 
Curtains in Rosa Peony, 
£26pm, Voyage Maison
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• Rosa orchid, £22.50pm,  
Just Fabrics• Flora duck egg & pink floral 
butterflies, £14 per roll, B&Q• Edinburgh Weavers evanesce 
chintz, £18.99pm,  
Wath Court Fabrics

3 FABRIC  
MUST-HAVES

Stockists  

• ANNABEL JAMES 0345 548 0210,  
annabeljames.co.uk• B&Q 0333 014 3098, diy.com• BHS 0344 411 6000, bhs.co.uk• BLUEBELLGRAY 0141 221 0724,  
bluebellgray.com• COLLIER CAMPBELL 020 8964 5203, 
colliercampbell.com• THE CONTEMPORARY HOME  
0845 130 8229, tch.net• GEORGE 0800 952 3003, direct.asda.com• JUST FABRICS 0845 498 9043, justfabrics.co.uk• LAURA ASHLEY 03332 008 009, lauraashley.com• NATIONAL TRUST SHOP 0300 1232 025,  
shop.nationaltrust.org.uk• NEXT 0333 777 8000, next.co.uk• VOYAGE MAISON 0141 641 1700,  
voyagemaison.co.uk• WATH COURT FABRICS 01653 628 208, 
wathcourtfabrics.co.uk

Flower patch table mat, 
£28 for 4; mugs, £18 for 4,  
Collier Campbell

PAINT 
PALETTE 

Get a vibrant feel by 
blending bright shades

0845 880 5855,  
littlegreene.com

Waterflower bedding, from £40;  
Hampton bedstead, from £579, both BHS

•

Gosford printed vase, £28,  
Laura Ashley
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INTERIORS Bedrooms
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Spruce up your sleeping space in time for summer

W 
e all love our bedrooms. Our 
sanctuaries are where we 
go to relax, read a good book 

and generally unwind. It’s a little surprising, 
therefore, that the bedroom is often overlooked 
in terms of decorating. While we invest our 
time, energy and money in the kitchens, 
bathrooms and living spaces more likely to be 
seen by guests, we’re often guilty of neglecting 
these more personal spaces.

IN THE FRAME
May is the perfect time to rethink your 
bedroom. There’s no longer need for chunky 
blankets or warmer colours, as the emphasis 
shifts to lighter shades and textures. However, 
it’s important not to sacrifice cosiness in the 
bedroom. No matter how quickly summer is 
approaching, it’s probably unwise to anticipate 
tropical temperatures in the UK!

The bed frame is the first thing to think 
about. The divan is always a reliable and 

Beauty sleep
versatile option, particularly one with drawers 
which can provide extra storage space when 
stowing away spare blankets. A sleek wooden 
bed frame can provide an uncluttered feel. 
While heavier wooden beds encourage a cosy 
atmosphere, a slighter design can open the 
room and make it appear cooler. Remember 
not to sacrifice strength for style though.

STYLISH SLEEP
Once you’ve found your frame, it’s time 
to choose your bedding. For the duvet, it’s 
advisable to opt for anything between 2.5 and 
9 tog during the summer, but of course the 
most important thing is that you’re warm 
enough and comfortable. When purchasing 
sheets, the thread count is what matters; the 
higher the count the softer and stronger the 
sheet, with counts from 200 to 800 generally 
considered the best.

Choosing bed linen can be a wonderful 
shopping adventure. Soft greys and whites will 

Malmo 2-drawer chest, £69; Bessy 
Table Lamp, £39.99; Hamilton 
McBride throw, £19, all Very.  
0844 822 2321, very.co.uk

always be popular regardless of the season, 
but there are more specifically summery 
options. Bright blues and yellows help bring 
the sunshine in, and funky floral motifs give 
a trusted trend a modern twist. Watercolour 
schemes create a softer feel, but bolder 
designs are also fashionable. Clearly defined 
lines contribute to a more eclectic look, but 
be careful not to overdo it – you don’t want a 
bedroom print that’s too busy.

SET THE SCENE
Of course, there’s more to a bedroom than 
the bed. No matter how splendid the actual 
sleeping spot, it needs a setting to do it justice. 
Cushions are an option, but be sure to scatter 
the right amount for the size of your bed and 
balance beauty with practicality.

In smaller bedrooms, you can make a big 
difference by dressing your walls with care 
– it’s amazing the difference that a carefully 
selected clock can make, or a single piece of 
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www.time4sleep.co.uk

Traditional & Contemporary Beds
Tel: 01484 500560

Bedsteads-uk.co.uk
Antique Beds and Furniture
In Brass, Iron, Wood & Upholstered Wood

❈❈

Restoration service and bespoke furniture making
also available

Chelvey Court Barn, Chelvey, Backwell, Bristol
BS48 4AA

Tel: 01275 464114

GARDEN | KITCHEN | BRUSHES | HOUSEHOLD
STORAGE | BATHROOM

We sell goods
that are

practical &
have a use 

of sorts. Not
just from the

day you
purchased

them but for
the many

years after.

est. 2001

www.henhouseinteriors.co.uk
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INTERIORS Bedrooms

1 Coloured throw, 
£13; velvet printed 
cushion, £7; tile print 
cushion, £7, all Heatons. 
heatonsstores.com

2 Bergere caned bed 
c1890, £2,250. An 
example of restored 
antique bed frames 
available at Bedsteads of 
Bath and Bristol. 
01275 464 114, 
bedsteads-uk.co.uk

3 Richard Baker offers 
luxury wardrobes and 
bedroom furniture, in 
a variety of styles. For 
more information call 
0208 336 6117 or visit 
wardrobe.me.uk

4 Sanderson Ella duvet 
cover set, from £39.95, 
House of Bath. 
0871 230 0867, 
houseofbath.co.uk

5 Super king modena 
bed, £6,475, Simon 
Horn. 020 7731 3555, 
simonhorn.com

artwork. Lighting is crucial, and it’s important 
to consider how your lamps and pendants 
will appear when the lights themselves are 
switched off – especially now that we’re 
enjoying longer evenings. In larger rooms, 
there’s naturally more to consider, but 
remember that extra space doesn’t necessarily 
require filling. One or two high quality items in 
keeping with the style of your bed may be all 
that’s needed.

On average, we spend around a third of our 
lives asleep. While it’s true this means that the 
majority of our bedroom time is spent blissfully 
unaware of our surroundings, it’s still important 
that we make the same effort here as we do 
with other parts of the home. So bring your 
boudoir out of the cold and into the summer 
months, to create a space worthy of many a 
waking moment – a dream room, in more 
ways than one.

1

2

5

3

4
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Irresistible Gifts for Children & Elegant Home Accessories

Visit www.ellajames.co.uk
Call 01572 759 190 for Mail Order

Large Gold Sunburst 
Mirror £189

Please use the code 
PIDEAS16 to receive a 15% discount at checkout
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Welcome 
summer into  
your home 

with timeless 
nothern design

INTERIORS Style we love

Scandi

Geometric table lamp, £28; 
Carter chair, £199; Geometric 
appliqué cushion, £18, all Next. 
0333 777 8000, next.co.uk

SIMPLY
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T  
he Great British summer is fast 
approaching, and as we look to the 
skies hoping for warm weather, we 

can be inspired by Nordic style to celebrate 
longer days. Scandi design is a strong trend for 
spring/summer 2016 and you’ll be able to pick 
up some stunning pieces on the high street, 
without breaking the bank.

Natural, tactile materials are vital in a 
Scandinavian scheme. Blond woods make for  
a brighter room, and streamlined furniture 
ensures an open airiness in the home. Use 
smooth, well-rounded edges to further simplify 
the look, and to contribute to a cleaner feel. The 
dinner table remains a crucial component and 
should still serve as a centrepiece, but other 
items, such as bed frames and side tables, can 
have a slightly more delicate look – just don’t 
sacrifice strength or quality.

Add to whites  
and greys with a soft 
palette of blue and 
orange for a brighter feel, perfect for the 
warmer months. Considered use of light pink 
and pale green also accentuates the calming 
qualities of traditional Scandi shades. There’s 
no need to redecorate entirely though; by 
rethinking your cushions or bringing a fresh 
selection of vases and tableware into the home, 
the look is quickly achievable.

Designs need to be uncomplicated, and  
a room should inspire effortless comfort, in 
keeping with your softer colour scheme.  
Basic geometric patterns are a stylish  
option, which can also contribute to a more 
retro feel, while controlled use of simple 
imagery is also effective, particularly when  
it relates to the natural world. The final effect 

should be soothing, with a logical, natural  
flow throughout the home.

Finally, when accessorising your Scandi 
home, less really is more. Items should be 
carefully chosen, few in number, and a joy  
to behold and use. Your lighting choice is a 
main indicator of personal style, but always 
remember to emphasise the natural light in 
every room first. Candles are also an option, 
even in summer, as the Danish concept of 
‘hygge’ calls for cosiness and happiness all  
year around. And don’t forget your family 
photographs – there are few more personal,  
or more pleasing ways to underline the 
comfort at the heart of classic Scandi design  
for a beautiful, simple life.

Right Pure nature stool, 
£110, At No. 67.  

01225 938 059, 
atnumber67.co.uk

Below Lamont armchair, 
£849; Charter floor lamp, 

£110; Espen throw,  
£80,  all John Lewis. 

03456 049 049, 
johnlewis.com
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INTERIORS Style we love

Yellow skandi geo 
collection, from 
£11.99, Dunelm. 
0345 165 6565, 

dunelm.com

Bring some 
Danish hygge 
to your home 

all year 
around
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Left Nostra nest tables, from £68.99; 
ABS chair, £68.99; Washing peg photo 
frame; £16.99; Chrome table lamp, £54.99, 
all Harbour Living. 0333 323 9710, 
harbourliving.co.uk

Right Embossed platter, £12; Water 
hyacinth placemats, £12 for 4, both BHS. 
0344 411 6000, bhs.co.uk

Bottom left Hendrik double bedstead, £640, 
Sofa.com. 0345 400 2222, sofa.com

Bottom right Veneer deco tray, £14.90, At 
No. 67. 01225 938 059, atnumber67.co.uk

INTERIORS Style we love
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Suppliers of Original Cast Iron 
Radiators, Towel rails & 

Traditional Valves & Fittings

T: 01435 868289
mail@theheritagegroup.co.uk

www.heritagecastironradiators.com
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Specialist makers and designers 
of architectural joinery and furniture

01935 825 800
www.distinctivecountryfurniture.co.uk

Distinctive Country Furniture Limited

A N T I Q U E S  -  C O L L E C TA B L E S  -  F U R N I T U R E

Located just outside the famous Stratford
upon Avon, The Barn spans over 13,000

sq ft selling a wide range of antiques,
furniture and collectables.

www.barnantique.co.uk info@barnantique.co.uk 01789 721399
Station Road, Long Marston, Nr Stratford upon Avon, 

Warks, CV37 8RP
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How a bespoke piece of furniture can
 take pride of place in your scheme

Custom creations

F  
urnishing your home takes time, 
patience and lots of imagination. And 
when it comes to period properties, 

homeowners also need to be sympathetic to 
any original fixtures and decorative details, as 
well as taking into consideration any awkward 
spaces or unusual shapes. Before high-
street shops and online retailers, furniture 
was traditionally always made by hand by 
skilled craftsmen using age-old techniques 
and artisan skills were passed down the 
generations. to apprentices.

MADE TO MEASURE
Perhaps you’ve been searching for that 
elusive piece to add the ‘wow’ factor to your 
scheme, or maybe you want a made-to-match 
item that will fit in with, or complement, 
an existing antique or heirloom piece. The 
good news is that by buying bespoke, you’ll 
be able to commission furniture that will 
blend seamlessly with existing items and will 
perfectly suit your needs. 

Skilled carpenters and craftsmen will 
use traditional techniques and tried and 
tested methods when it comes to handmade 
furniture and you can rest assured that any 
special finishes, such as French polishing, 
wood carving and gilding are all possible. 
From creating an exact replica of an antique 

INTERIORS Furniture

piece, to turning your initial idea or sketch into 
reality, the high level of finish that comes from 
choosing custom-made is unrivalled. 

Your first step needs to be planning an 
initial budget and once you’ve got in mind 
exactly what you want, it’s essential to do your 
research properly; be sure to see examples 

of previous work and choose your materials 
carefully. Reclaimed or sustainable timber is 
always a great choice, but don’t forget that 
you’re not just limited to wood - brass fixings, 
natural leather and inlay detailing are all 
possible choices. 

Visiting a number of showrooms is vital at 
this stage so you can meet the makers and see 
if you will enjoy working together. It is also a 
good idea to ask for testimonials from previous 
customers, especially if you are embarking on 
a major project such as a new dining set. 

If your house dates from a particular era 
and you are keen to have furniture which will 
complement it, make sure you work with a 
specialist to ensure a perfect match.

EXPERIENCE COUNTS
It’s really important to trust your chosen 
designer-maker and listen to his or her ideas 
and suggestions – after all, he or she will have 
the specific skills to envisage your idea from 
concept right through to completion and an 
impressive portfolio of work to inspire you.
Of course, a bespoke piece of furniture will 
take longer to produce and will be more 
expensive than off-the-peg options, but the 
fact that you’re paying for a handmade item, 
which will fit your scheme in perfect harmony 
and last for generations to come, is certainly 
worth its weight in gold.

Detail of a hand-carved solid oak dining 
table in 17th century style, at Stuart Interiors.
01935 826 659, stuartinteriors.com 

Bespoke writing desk, priced  
on application, at Rupert Bevan.  
020 7731 1919, rupertbevan.com

This statement four-poster bed 
boasts hand-carved panels, at 
Distinctive Country Furniture.

01935 825 800, 
distinctivecountryfurniture.co.uk

Decorative, fine-quality papier-mache table by Jennens 
& Bettridge, £950, at Knutsford Antiques. 01565 654 
092, antiquesknutsford.co.uk 
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Bring summer into your home 
with these tropical buys

Where to buy
This month’s cover shot showcases the Butterfly Home collection by Matthew Williamson, available at Debenhams. A modern take on 
this summer’s tropical trend, it’s vibrant and comfortable. For more information call 0844 800 8877 or visit debenhams.com

 Create our
COVER LOOK

1 Eden teal and orange cushion, £25, Debenhams, 0844 800 8877, debenhams.com 2 Retro peacock green telephone, £49, 4Living, 01273 257 203, 
4living.co.uk  3 Galloway carved wood cabinet, £374, Artisanti, 0345 259 1410, artisanti.com 4 Custom lamp shade, around £65, Eco Chic,  
ecochic.com.au 5 Blue shatter vase, £57, Harley & Lola, 0800 033 7263, harleyandlola.co.uk 6 Tivoli sofa, from £529, Swoon Editions,  
020 3137 2464, swooneditions.com

1

3

2

6

4

5
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Take
PROMOTION Moorcroft 

CENTRE STAGE
Steal the limelight with Moorcroft’s latest Shakespeare-inspired design 



W  
illiam Shakespeare is one of 
the greatest writers in history. 
The celebrated playwright had 

a unique ability to bring his characters to life; 
portraying the king and the beggar, the hero 
and the pickpocket, the sage and the idiot with 
candour – granting each an individual voice and 
charm. His plays transport the reader to distant 
ages and foreign nations, with characters that 
remain real and  captivating to this day. 

Moorcroft designers take endless inspiration 
from Shakespeare’s work, as they aim to create 
pieces that are at once dramatic, thought-
provoking and individual. Shakespeare opens 
the gates to the magical worlds of spirits, 
calls up midnight ghosts and fills scenes with 
fairies. Audiences can experience all manner 
of emotions, because for all the fantastical 
elements in his work, Shakespeare’s genius lies 
in his astute representation of real life.

 PERIOD IDEAS 79

Based in 
Staffordshire, 

Moorcroft has been 
at the forefront of 
art pottery design 

for almost 120 years

ARIEL’S SONG
Full fathom five thy father lies;
Of his bones are coral made;
Those are pearls that were his eyes
Nothing of him that doth fade
But doth suffer a sea-change
Into something rich and strange
Sea-nymphs hourly ring his knell
Ding dong
Hark! Now I hear them- ding dong bell.

THE MAGIC OF MOORCROFT
To discover more about ‘Full Fathom Five’, and explore more Moorcroft designs, please call 01782 820 500 or visit moorcroft.com 

In celebration of Shakespeare’s legacy 
on the 400th anniversary of his death, the 
Moorcroft team has, after countless trials, 
decided to create ‘Full Fathom Five’ as a fitting 
tribute. The piece was designed by Vicky Lovatt, 
and its title is taken directly from the mind of 
the bard himself. Inspired by Ariel’s song in 
The Tempest, ‘Full Fathom Five’ brings to life 
a particularly intense moment in the play, and 
showcases Moorcroft’s trademark design and 
outstanding quality. 

Ferdinand, the Prince of Naples, believes 
that he is the sole survivor of a shipwreck in 
which his father perished with the rest of the 
crew. At this moment amidst an almighty storm, 
Ariel arrives to taunt Ferdinand and condemn 
him to a bleak and lonely life. The whole thing 
is a ruse, however, as Ferdinand’s father and 
shipmates miraculously survive. The scene has 

been conjured up by a mischievous spirit, and 
the trickster serves as a focal point in Vicky’s 
design. At once frightening and beautiful, the 
perfect storm in ‘Full Fathom Five’ is sure to 
spark the imagination of anyone who views it, 
and inspire talking points in any period home. 

Purchase ‘Full Fathom Five’, £995, and 
receive an invitation to have cake and coffee 
with the Moorcroft designer, Vicky Lovatt, at 
the Moorcroft Heritage Visitor Centre, as well 
as a free tour of the centre and museum. Offer 
open until May 31st 2016.
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Timeless
style ...
enduring
quality

www.finwooddesigns.co.uk 01926
484037
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Inspiration 
destination
I’m gathering ideas for a new bathroom 
and I don’t know where to start. Help!

Choosing the right bathroom products and 
fittings is a very personal decision, which 
is why we like to offer our customers 
a broad assortment of brands to choose 
from. You’ll find a full range of high-quality 
and affordable items. We pride ourselves 
in offering a comprehensive range, so 
have a browse at our website at the 
Bathroom Discount Centre to get an idea 
of the shapes and designs which appeal 
to you. Once you’ve set a budget for your 
project, you’ll have a better idea of the 
options available and you’ll also need to 
consider fixtures and fittings which will 
complement your home and 
its architecture. 
Simon Stowell,                                      
The Bathroom Discount Centre,  
020 7385 2330, bathdisc.co.uk

Expert advice to create a beautiful sanctuary

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 

DIVE INTO 
STYLE 

INTERIORS Bathrooms

Clean break
Can you advise me on the best products for 
cleaning my bathroom floor?

Lithofin offers high-quality professional products 
suitable for cleaning, protecting and maintaining 
any type of stone or tile floor. For weekly or daily 
maintenance for ceramic and porcelain tiles use 
Lithofin KF Conditioning Cleaner. For a deep clean, 
go for Lithofin KF Intensive Cleaner to remove 
stubborn marks. Natural stone floors will benefit 
from daily/weekly cleaning with Lithofin MN 
Wash & Clean. For a deep clean, use Lithofin MN 
Power-Clean to remove ingrained dirt 
from natural stone. You can protect 
your bathroom tiles, rendering 
them stain and water-resistant by 
sealing porcelain tiles with Lithofin 
KF Protective Impregnator and 
natural stone with Lithofin MN 
Stain Stop. Always test products 
on an unlaid tile or inconspicuous 
area prior to use.
Bob Sewell, Casdron,
01962 732 126, casdron.co.uk

All white now 
Can you recommend a good bathroom paint?

Absolutely! I’ve been very impressed by the range available from The 
White Paint Company, which offers 108 variations on white, so it is perfect 
for a bathroom backdrop. Multi-purpose Eggshell is washable and self 
undercoating for walls, ceilings, interior woodwork, MDF, painted metal, 
interior and exterior walls. It is durable and wipeable and ideal for kitchens 
and bathrooms. I’m sure you’ll be impressed by the story behind the company 
and its commitment to quality. Free colour cards are available on request so 
you can find the perfect white to suit your scheme. 
Susan Dickerson, Editor, Period Ideas.
The White Paint Company, 020 3794 8108, thewhitepaintcompany.com

Period drama 
I want to update my bathroom but in keeping 
with my period house – what do you suggest?

A traditional style of painted unit works 
really well. A solid stone top and splashback 
with undermounted basins and a choice of 
hardwearing paint finishes on solid oak will not 
only look perfect but will be practical and allow 
for plenty of concealed storage whilst making  a 
real statement in your period bathroom.’
Sean Harris, Editorial Assistant, Period Ideas,
BC Designs, 01206 827 100, bcdesigns.co.uk 
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Beautiful collection of 
Oriental style furniture available to order

today. Prices start from £169.00.

call: 01284 624078 or visit:

www.candleandblue.co.uk
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THE 
GOOD 
OLD 
DAYS 
Sean Harris explores 
how to achieve your 
perfect vintage look

W e are at a curious crossroads 
in interior design. In an 
increasingly tech-savvy world, 
many of us are searching for 

something different; something less shiny and 
more substantial, or at least something that 
seems that way. The vintage trend is exactly 
that; it’s all about nostalgia, taking inspiration 
from the past, and celebrating the way things 
used to be.

Despite the wars, rationing and economic 
hardship that defined the years between 
1920 and 1969, this era is remembered with 
fondness when we style our homes. From the 
much-loved writing desk to the well-worn 
decorative rug, vintage always gets us excited 
– and there’s more than one way of getting the 
look. Authentic items offer a genuine insight 
into the period, but the market for well-made 
imitation products is stronger than ever before, 
and there’s always the option to upcycle vintage 
pieces yourself.

THE REAL DEAL
When shopping for the genuine article, there 
are a variety of options. Specialist dealers are 
a safe choice in terms of ensuring authenticity, 
but you may pay a little more for each piece. 
If you’re hunting a bargain, however, head to a 
local vintage market. The dealers can be just as  
knowledgeable, and there’s potential for lower 
prices. The relaxed atmosphere also allows for 
some thinking time, and an opportunity to really 
examine each item. 

You needn’t have a comprehensive 
understanding of mid-twentieth century style, 
but a little bit of background knowledge goes a 
long way. Haggle with confidence, but try not 
to be swayed by big names – no matter how 
famous a furniture maker is, one of their pieces 
won’t be worth as much if it is damaged.

SHOP SMART
Alternatively, you can embrace vintage style 
without actually owning older items, and 
it’s equally important to make a considered 
purchase. There is a wealth of attractive 
imitation pieces available on the high street or 
online, but do not assume that a comparable 
level of quality is always guaranteed. In today’s 
throwaway culture, many vintage-inspired 
items will struggle to last until the next decade, 
let alone the next five, so exercise caution.

With a reliable manufacturer, however, 
an aged look is easily achievable. In some 
cases, a well-made modern product can 
even outdo a genuine period piece in terms 
of durability, and the variety on offer is often 
greater. Maison Home Interiors is one of the 
UK’s leading vintage-style furniture makers. 
Its collections are newly-made but inspired 
by past trends, often constructed using 

Country ash dresser, £574.95, Melody Maison. 
01302 741 000, melodymaison.co.uk

01568 611 124, bettytwyford.com

Country & Vintage 
SPECIAL 
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Visit us online at for a relaxed shopping experience from the
comfort of your own home. 

Or visit us in store for a leisurely browse. 
However you choose to shop with us, we look forward to

welcoming you to The Crabb Pot.
Higher Market Street, East Looe, Cornwall, PL13 1BS
www.thecrabbpot.co.uk   Tel: 01503 598356

Email: thecrabbpotlooe@gmail.com

Buy online or call +44 (0)1379 687690

Made
in the UK

Receive 
a FREE 

tapestry purse 
worth over £30 with 
all orders over £100. 

Please apply code Period001 
when ordering.
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recycled materials, and designed for long-term 
investment and enjoyment. (020 8940 0230, 
maisonhomeinteriors.com)

GET PERSONAL
As well as its charm, vintage furniture is 
popular because of the backstory that every 
item offers. A vintage armchair is more 
than just something to sit on, it’s a history of 
everyone who has ever used it. Today’s mass 
production offers incredible convenience 
which we shouldn’t take for granted, but 
contemporary products can sometimes lack 
character. With vintage pieces, the personal 
touch is celebrated and encouraged.

With this in mind, it’s no wonder that 
vintage-style and upcycling are sometimes 
paired together, as the latter can be an 

achievable form of furniture renovation. While 
most of us may shy away from large-scale 
projects, we’re more likely to repaint an old 
dining chair, or apply a coat of varnish to a 
tired-looking table. But, always upcycle with 
care. A vintage piece is too often ruined by 
an unnecessary update. When done well, 
upcycling can prolong the lifespan of an item, 
and allows us to weave our own stories into it.

However you choose to bring the vintage 
era into your home, you’re bound to have fun 
doing so. Collecting authentic pieces can be an 
exceptionally rewarding pastime, while finding 
a bargain is always satisfying, and refreshing 
old furniture can be even more so. But the most 
pleasure is had when realising just how much 
history you have in your home, and for how 
many more generations it will remain there.

Expert advice   
Rose Norman at Betty Twyford 

shares her take on vintage-style:
I was born in an era where vintage 

was our every day. Britain was still 
experiencing rationing, and we made 

our own clothes. Petticoats were always 
worn, trips to the sweet shop were a 

weekly thing, and wooden spoons were 
actually wooden! It was a simpler time, 
but there was beauty in that, which is 
why the look is so fashionable now.
01568 611 124, bettytwyford.com

Armand table light, £48.99, at My Furniture.  
0115 900 0405, my-furniture.co.uk

A charming assortment of Melamine cups, priced 
from £5 each, at Sisters Guild, sistersguild.co.uk

Unique Chic Furniture offers new furniture made in a 
vintage-style. 0115 986 9222, uniquechicfurniture.co.uk

Portobello bureau, £875, Maison.  
020 8940 0230, maisonhomeinteriors.com

Country & Vintage 
SPECIAL 
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Visit our website; www.pineland.co.uk Email: enquiries@pineland.co.uk or call our offices:

P NELAND FURNITURE LTD

P NELAND FURNITURE LTD - 01299 271143
• 100% solid wood kitchens – no MDF, chipboard or ply
• Dovetail jointed drawers – mortise and tenon joints for carcases
• Free design service, individual, hand drawn plans
• Non-standard sizes, at no extra cost, to suit your kitchens dimensions
• Fully assembled units; no annoying flat-pack assembly
• Straightforward, easy to understand costing – prices include VAT & delivery
• Painting service now available

P NELAND is a privately owned, family company that has been established for
over 20 years. We believe in listening to our clients, and our hand drawn plans,
reflect our customers desires and opinions. The final design combines well
planned functionality, with elegance and beauty, and our clients are often surprised
how all this can be achieved at such a reasonable cost.

CLEOBURY MORTIMER, SHROPSHIRE 01299 271143
NORTHWICH, CHESHIRE 01606 41292

JOHN WILLIES

COUNTRY KITCHENS
FITTED & FREESTANDING KITCHENS

SOLID WOOD THROUGHOUT

w w w. j o h n – w i l l i e s . c o m

HANDMADE, SUPERB QUALITY AT A FAIR PRICE
FAMILY BUSINESS WITH PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

www.john–willies.com
EXTENSIVE SHOWROOMS OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY 9am-5pm

RESTORATION
MAN

‘THRUM MILL’

JOHN WILLIES COUNTRY KITCHENS
1, 2, 3 RINGWOOD ROAD, BURLEY BH24 4AD

TEL: (01425) 403338 OR 403320 FOR ALL ENQUIRIES
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S 
ometimes it’s easy to forget just how 
versatile the kitchen is. Traditionally 
the heart of the home, it’s not just a 

space used for prepping food and cooking 
meals, but increasingly it’s a place for friends 
and family to gather after the hustle and bustle 
of daily life. 

A country kitchen, whether it’s in a quaint 
cottage or a busy farmhouse, offers classic 
style together with all the functional mod-cons 
that are essential for our hectic lifestyles. 

Don’t think that a traditional kitchen theme 
is old-fashioned or outdated – your overall 
aim is for a timeless feel that effortlessly 
blends country elements with contemporary 
ideas for a fresh, modern approach. 

Freestanding furniture is a great starting 
point for a relaxed, informal layout and 
the secret is in choosing natural materials, 
perhaps even salvaged or reclaimed wood 
and metal for a truly authentic vibe. Consider 
butcher’s block worktops and a refectory or 
bakery style table used as an island unit with 
a custom-made metal top for a contemporary 
twist. Remember that under-counter storage is 
a space-saving solution that will be a welcome 
addition in such a practical room. 

Although wooden elements are undoubtedly 
a favourite in the country kitchen, painted 
cabinetry is also a great option – soft pastels or 
traditional Shaker tones of blue, green and grey 
will add light and airy appeal. 

Dino Mussell at Parlour Farm Kitchens 
says, “The key to a country kitchen scheme 
is to introduce a clever mix of old and 
new styles. Opt for warm-toned wooden 
worktops, such as cherry or oak, teamed with 
soft-toned painted cabinetry for a cosy and 
welcoming vibe. Although the country kitchen 
is undoubtedly a hard-working space, you’re 
aiming to embrace a lived-in look, together 
with super-functional features. Open shelving, 
a larder or pantry and a large island unit in the 
centre of your room will all add to the relaxed, 
rustic look whilst creating a practical area that 
will stand up to daily wear and tear.”
(01285 885 336, parlourfarm.com)

Come home to comfort with a warm 
and welcoming country kitchen scheme

RUSTIC 
DREAM

Country & Vintage 
SPECIAL 

 Top right: The new 
Slab in-frame door from 

Funktional Kitchens has a 
contemporary edge for its 

classic Timeless collection. 
Available in 32 colours, 

the doors are hand spray 
painted for a soft satin 

finish. Prices on request,  
020 7359 4041, 

funktionalkitchens.co.uk

Above and right: The 
vintage kitchen range from 

Ulster Weavers includes 
everything from napkins 

and tea towels to cake 
stands and teapots. Prices 

are from £3.50 - £40.  
0844 844 1325, 

ulsterweavers.com
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Country & Vintage 
SPECIAL 

HOME ON THE RANGE 
A range cooker, deep ceramic sink and plenty 
of storage options are all welcome additions. 
A wall-mounted plate rack or even a batterie 
de cuisine, laden with pots and pans, are both 
suitable choices. Don’t be afraid to mix the 
traditional quality of your kitchen with modern 
elements, such as stainless steel appliances, 
and remember that a mix of task and ambient 
lighting is essential to get the balance right for 
a busy yet homely space. 

When it comes to dressing a country 
kitchen, the beauty is in the organic approach 
– it doesn’t all have to be done at once, so 
keep an eye out for vintage kitchenalia, 
age-old copper and brass cookware and 
freestanding display furniture, such as a 
country dresser, for a homespun result. 
Wendy Hamilton at Ulster Weavers offers her 
expert advice, ‘’Accessorising your country 
kitchen is a great opportunity to create a new 
look and freshen up dated décor. Changing 
a look does not always have to mean big 
money; accessorising is key when introducing 
new trends into your kitchen and it’s a great 
way to keep within budget. A soft, country 
vibe can be achieved in the heart of the home 
with ceramics, trays and tactile textiles.’’

Remember that it’s not just the furniture, 
cabinetry and appliances that are key choices 
when it comes to creating a country look. 
It’s important to make sure everything in the 
room works in harmony, as you’re aiming for 
a seamless blend of elements. Stone floors, 
pale limestone and honey-toned travertine or 
quarry tiles will all complement this theme 
really well. Classic T-bar or antique style cup 
handles on cabinets, instead of traditional 
wooden knobs, are another modern update 
and a range of seating options, such as ladder-
back chairs or vintage bar stools, will add an 
individual touch.

Top: A pre-loved range cooker from West Country Cookers is perfect if you’d like 
to save money, and protect the environment. With products available in a range of 
colours, these cookers serve as an impressive focal point in any kitchen. 
01548 830 069, westcountrycookers.com

Above: The Italian La Nordica Rosa Liberty wood-burning cooker has a 6.5 
KW output and combines everything you’d expect from a traditional cooker. 
A remarkably beautiful cast-iron range cooker, it boasts a large hob area 
with removable hob rings, a warming compartment and a spacious storage drawer 
along with glass doors on the firebox and oven. It’s available in burgundy, cream and 
natural stone, priced at £1,320, Ludlow Stoves.  
01584 878 552, ludlowstoves.co.uk 

Left: For a fabulous wooden kitchen or a beautifully made freestanding island unit, 
visit John Willies Country Kitchens. The family business specialises in traditional 
designs with a high quality finish, and promises unique and endurable kitchens for 
reasonable prices. 01425 403 338, john-willies.com
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www.casdron.co.uk
Technical Helpline 

01962 732126
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and running quickly 
with expert assistance.

Katie says, “We 
are main agents for 
Everhot, who offer 
the most flexible 
range cooker on 
the market in terms 
of range of sizes, 
oven temperatures, 
programmable options 
and cheap running 
costs. We also work 
closely with Esse, 
which offers beautiful 
British made range 
cookers, pizza ovens 
and stoves. Whatever 
your budget we will be 
delighted to help you 

find the best appliance to suit your lifestyle.”
Avec Cookers is based near Altrincham in 

Cheshire and it can offer you assistance with 
repairs and servicing for your gas or oil Aga 
range cooker. A typical service costs just £96 
including VAT, and includes parts. 

“We typically cover the counties of 
Cheshire, Lancashire, North Wales, and 
Staffordshire but please get in touch on 01565 
830 885 and we shall try to accommodate you 
wherever possible,” says Katie. 

It is worth knowing that if you have an Aga 
range cooker to sell (perhaps if you are clearing 
a house or moving house), Avec buys old 
models and offers the best cash prices in the 
UK, with rapid collection service. 

If your own trusty Aga cooker needs to be 
rejuvenated after many years of good and faithful 
service, it can definitely enjoy a new lease of life. 
Katie and the team can help, so do give them a 
ring and get some advice today. 

PROMOTION Avec Cookers
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W  
hen it comes to creating 
a fabulous kitchen, a 
hard-working cooker is 

a vital component. If you want to have a 
reconditioned cooker which looks and works 
just like new, without the hefty price tag, the 
team at Avec Cookers is happy to help. 

With over 250 cookers in stock, you’re 
sure to find a great new kitchen helper with 
expert advice from this well-established 
family business. Katie Pimblott explains, “We 
don’t simply clean up and repair second-
hand cookers. Every appliance is completely 
overhauled. In a nutshell, this means that the 

Cook with 
Treat your kitchen to a gorgeous 

reconditioned range

Get in TOUCH
Take the first step towards a pre-loved range cooker by calling the team at Avec on 01565 830 885, or visit aveccookers.co.uk

removable parts are 
discarded and replaced 
with new ones, the 
oven castings are 
shot-blasted and the 
vitreous enamelled 
parts are re-enamelled 
by a specialist. Every cooker looks brand-new 
when it leaves us and we offer a 5 year parts 
and labour guarantee.

“You can also rest assured that in your 
purchase of a reconditioned Aga cooker from 
Avec Cookers you are making a wise choice in 
all our attempts to protect the environment. By 
re-using the existing cast iron components and 
minimising and recycling the waste produced,  a 
reconditioned cooker is a green choice for those 
wishing to reduce their carbon footprint.”

SPOILT FOR CHOICE 
Avec Cookers offers a superb range of models 
from 1940s designs to contemporary options, 
in gas, oil and electric. There’s a choice of 45 
colours so you can ensure you get exactly the 
right match for your kitchen colour scheme. 
And with an in-house installation service, you 
will be secure in the knowledge that the new 
addition to the heart of your home can be up 

CONFIDENCE
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RURAL CHARM 
Timeless ways to bring country chic to the hub of your home 

GRAND DESIGN 
Be inspired by this open-plan kitchen designed 
by Thomas & Thomas. The main colour used is 
Farrow & Ball’s New White with Room Red as 
the accent. The granite worktops have a honed 
finish. 01235 851 144, thomasthomas.net

PICTURE PERFECT 
Create a splendid focal point with a 
splashback from Tiles Of Stow. This hand- 
painted Cotswold country scene is made  
to order and is priced from £1,485.  
01608 658 993, tilesofstow.co.uk 

IT’S A DOG’S LIFE
Make sure your pooch has a special spot in the 
kitchen with a Garden Green organic cotton 
dog bed, priced from £45 at Cottage in the Hills, 
01684 833 146, cottageinthehills.com 

ROLL UP, ROLL UP! 
Bring a light and charming look to your 
home with a Country Fair roller blind,  
priced from £22.50 at Clover & Thorne. 
This quick and easy update is a winner! 
0800 012 4613, cloverandthorne.co.uk

SHADES OF GREY
Hehku’s Harwood kitchen is blend of neutral shades and gorgeous clean lines. The island unit 
bridges the prep zone and the dining area beautifully. 01634 298 026, hehku.co.uk

Country & Vintage 
SPECIAL 
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Established in 1983 and based in the heart of Wewnsleydale, 
North Yorkshire.

We are a professional stone manufacturing company and have
extensive expertise in all stone masonry work including new build,
repair, conservation and restoration. We supply and manufacture
sandstone, limestone, granite and marble ,
The company comprises an extensive stone processing plant with state
of the art equipment and a large workforce of master craftsmen ready
to undertake any project. We have facility to complete projects from
first contact to delivery.

www.calverts.co.uk
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Inspiration and practical advice for owners of older properties 
RENOVATION 

COMPLETE GUIDE TO 

Renovating 

Timely tasks: 
n  Clean and repair garden furniture, tools 

and accessories. The BBQ season could 
start sooner than you think!

n  Check your patio and decking for signs 
of damage. Repairs may be needed, or 
perhaps just a fresh coat of paint.

n  Reorganise your kitchen and declutter 
your drawers. It’s time to get ready for 
summer garden parties.

 PERIOD IDEAS 95

STAIR DOWN 
Jackson Woodturners is a family-run 
business based in Sheffield, specialising 
in the manufacture and distribution of 
staircase parts. With a wide selection of 
timbers and styles from leading brands 
such as Richard Burbidge and Cheshire 
Mouldings, the firm also offers its own 
range of quality stair products. Start 
your staircase renovation by visiting 
the showroom, website, or phone for 
free planning advice. 0114 272 1228, 
jacksonwoodturners.co.uk

Clean state
Based in Cornwall, Delabole Slate is 
internationally renowned for its durability and 
aesthetic quality. The quarry also has huge 
historical significance, with its first recorded 
usage dating back to 1284. Today, the firm 
makes bespoke slate products including flooring, 
roofing, worktops and building stone. It’s also a 
proud supporter of the community, with around 
80% of its workforce able to walk to work. 
01840 212 242, delaboleslate.co.uk

RIGHT AS RAIN
Yeoman Rainguard is one of the 
UK’s leading providers of rainwater 
systems. It offers aluminium, cast 
iron, copper, zinc and stainless steel 
products, designed to give optimum 
performance and complement a 
variety of home styles. The company 
also provides a comprehensive 
installation service, and is able to 
work with other trades as part of a 
large-scale restoration or building 
project, if necessary. 0113 279 5854, 
rainguard.co.uk
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HANDLE WITH CARE

The humble door handle has to be many 
things; functional, durable, aesthetic, 
and as hygienic as possible. We rely 
on our door furniture everyday, yet 

rarely consider the history behind it. But where 
would we be without it? Or more specifically, 
where would we be trapped?

There is evidence that doors and 
door handles existed during the Egyptian, 
Babylonian and Roman empires, and the Bible 
contains references to barring doors and gates. 
But the technology was only for the extremely 
rich. Poorer families may have had door-like 
room dividers, but these usually consisted of 
material curtains or animal hides, and  
certainly wouldn’t have required a handle. 
It wasn’t until the late 1500s, however, that 
Britain embraced the door. Before the Tudor 
period even royalty lived, worked and slept  
in one multi-functional room.

Wooden latches and wrought-iron hinges 
arrived during the early 16th century, as the 
need for privacy increased and the door 
quickly became a symbol of wealth and 
modernity – anyone who was anyone had one! 
Lock and key systems were also common, 
though typically used to secure valuables  
in chests rather than on the door itself.  
The latch-string was security feature of choice 
for many, and affordable for poorer families. 
But it required a lot of tying and untying,  
was tricky and time-consuming to use,  
and ultimately impractical.

We owe the Industrial Revolution for 
today’s doorknob design, during which 
powerful lathes were built and woodturning 
became a mass production trade. The circular 
doorknob was especially popular, as the twist 
mechanism became simpler to build. By the 
1870s, closeable doors were commonplace and 
decorative door handles made of china and 
metal began to emerge. The first official  
patent for a ‘door closing device’ wasn’t issued 
until 1878, however, to Osbourn Dorsey.  
He was an African American inventor, and little 
else is known about him except that he also  

devised an early form of doorstop.
In the twentieth century, traditional 

wooden fixtures were also joined by man-
made materials such as glass and Bakelite; 
there’s a wide variety of vintage and antique 
handles available now, as a result. But modern 
trends have stayed closer to tradition,  
and wood remains popular, especially in  
period homes aiming for an authentic feel.  
So, when you next walk through your doors, 
give a thought to the history in its handle,  
and imagine how strange the world  
would seem if it didn’t exist.

Renovating 

PERFECT FINDS...

HINGING ON THIS
Perfect for a cottage-style rural door, this hinge set 
includes a pair of 18 inch tee hinges, and a quality 
Suffolk latch. Available at Period House Group, 
it’s made using traditional blacksmith techniques, 
perfect for your front or back door. 
01427 871 467, phg-uk.com

LOCK AND KEY
Get a clean and contemporary feel with the Anvil 
pewter range from Period Features. It wears well 
and is a great alternative to traditional powder 
coated black. The versatile letter plate gives a 
modern twist to traditional fittings. 
01538 384 682, periodfeatures.co.uk

Period Ideas unlocks the history of doors and door furniture
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R  
eaders of Period Ideas would no 
sooner go out in an elegant outfit 
accompanied by unpolished or 

scuffed shoes than have a bathroom spoiled 
by unattractive steamed up mirrors. Especially 
after you have unsuccessfully tried to wipe them 
clear with your hand or a tissue. Streaky mirrors 
are not exactly a fashion statement.

The bathroom mirror is used daily, for 
applying make up, hair styling, washing, shaving, 
plucking and checking those finishing touches.  
The demista™ heated mirror pad fits neatly 
behind the mirror and you have immediate and 
continual clear vision once switched on. 

So there’s no more need to open windows 
and with minimal running costs, easy installation 
and absolutely no maintenance, the mirror will 
remain free of condensation forever.

 Perfect reflection   
How to add a finishing touch to your classic bathroom

The pads are available in a variety of sizes 
to fit virtually all mirrors. They can also be 
incorporated into bathroom cabinets, so you 
can have stylish storage as well as crystal-clear 
mirrors. Several pads can be combined and 
used to cover a larger area.

Simple to operate, the pads can be 
connected either to the bathroom lighting or to 
a separate switch. Once switched on, the pads 
gently heat the mirror, from end to end, and the 
steam vanishes.

Please be assured that demista™ heated 
mirror pads are approved to all required 
standards and that they are used in many of the 
world’s best hotels, such as the Burj al Arab in 
Dubai, The Renaissance St Pancras in London 
and the Ritz Paris so you will be in very good 
company when you make a purchase.

Make an impression   
Be the fairest of them all with the great selection of products 
available at demista. Call 01932 866 600 or visit demista.co.uk

PROMOTION Demista
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C L E A N I N G •  R E S TO R AT I O N  •  VA L U AT I O N

at Bookbarn International, Wells Road, 
Hallatrow, Bristol, BS39 6EX

01761 451 764
www.orientalrugsofbath.com

H A N D M A D E  A R T I S A N  R U G S  
T H A T  M A K E  A  D I F F E R E N C E

SPRING CLEANING?
Bring your rugs in!
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Real deal
How do I ensure that my oriental rug is an 
authentic item? 

When we describe a rug as authentic, we mean 
that it has been hand-made in the geographical 
region known for rugs of that type: For example, 
gabbeh rugs are rough, folkloric pieces made 
by the Kurdish and Qashqai people in Iran. 
There are tell-tale signs to spot a factory-
made rug, however. Firstly, the fibre used is 
synthetic – it may sound simple, but this should 
be your starting point. Secondly, the back and 
side bindings are too straight, because they’ve 
been fixed by a machine. Finally, the backs of 
inauthentic rugs are often sealed with another 
synthetic layer. Watch out for these things and 
you should ensure that your rug is the real deal 
Katya Maiseyeva, Oriental Rugs of Bath
01761 451 764, orientalrugsofbath.com 

Find your feet with expert advice  
on all things flooring

Renovating 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 

RIGHT STEPS 

Trusted oak
What are the most popular wood types for 
flooring? And why? 

There’s no doubt that oak remains the most 
popular wood choice out there, dominating 
around 90% of the market. It’s a timeless wood 
with countless qualities that make it the first 
choice for many buyers. Oak’s natural grain is 
one of the most attractive and charming available 
and, like a fine wine, it only gets better with age. 
As well as being one of the most durable wood 
types, oak develops a grand colour that cannot be 
replicated. Readily accessible all over the world, 
oak now comes in an array of style grades and 
dimensions allowing you to find the exact look 
you desire.
Steve Grimwood, Osmo UK
01296 481 220, osmouk.com

On the tiles 
What processes do reclaimed tiles go through before they can be used for flooring?

The tiles undergo a dramatic transformation from start to finish. The original product is often 
unrecognisable from the decorative finished article. Firstly, all tiles are cleaned in a weak acid solution 
overnight, until the majority of dirt or unwanted stone has dissolved, or can be removed by gentle 
scrubbing. Next, they’re sorted by size, shape and colour with any damaged tiles being discarded. Finally, 
every tile is put forward for selection as part of each customer’s unique floor design. Some tiles are more 
than 100 years old, but it’s amazing how clean and fresh they look when laid out. 
Andy Triplow, The Vintage Floor Tile Company
01233 850 082, thevintagefloortilecompany.co.uk 
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LIMESTONE
MARBLE
SLATE
TRAVERTINE
PORCELAIN

Solid &
Engineered

Oak
Antique

Brushed
Distressed

Honed, Polished & Tumbled tiles Pre Oiled, Unfinished

Unit 3 White House Farm, Green Lane, Chart Sutton ME17 3ES
01622 840420/01580 895489    www.stoneandwoodfloors.co.uk
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Original style 
How can I get a traditional look with new 
wood flooring?

There are ways of achieving an aged look 
without original flooring, or installing 
reclaimed floorboards. Our worn look oak 
offers all the character of an older floor, but 
with the reliability of a new product. The top 
surface of the board is subtly curved and 
its edges are slightly rounded, to give the 
impression that each board has been walked 
over for generations. The grade of wood is 
also important – rougher grains with more 
knots and burrs help create an older, more 
characterful feel. Be sure to regularly wax 
your boards though; your floor should look 
old, but not tired. 
Barrie Barton, Orlestone Oak
01233 732 179, orlestoneoak.co.uk

Take care
How do I best look after my oak flooring?

Oak flooring is prone to scratching, which 
inevitably leads to discolouration, especially in 
areas where spills or heavy traffic are likely to 
occur such as hallways. You can incorporate 
rugs and matting into your scheme to lessen 
damage, but for a bare wooden floor, it’s 
important to avoid causing unnecessary 
damage. Always use felt pads on the bottom 
of furniture; when moving a heavier item, 
make sure that you use spare pieces of 
wood as protection for your floor; and try 
not to walk over it in high heels, or any other 
footwear that may cause indentations. Finally, 
it’s important to regularly recoat your floor, at 
least once every two years. 
Erik Varga, Fine Oak Flooring
01727 826 500, fineoakflooring.co.uk

Renovating 

Full strength
Please could you tell me more about engineered 
wood flooring?

Engineered flooring has the look and feel of 
a traditional solid floor, but its multi-layer 
construction makes it far more rigid, strong 
and stable. This is important because the 
extra strength limits movement in the wood 
when a floor is exposed to changes in heat 
and humidity levels. As a result, engineered 
flooring is exceptionally versatile, and can be 
used in kitchens, bathrooms, conservatories and 
with most underfloor heating systems. Wider 
floorboards are also possible, and there are plenty 
of design options incorporating different textures, 
colours and plank sizes. Engineered parquet 
flooring is particularly popular right now, as well 
as white and grey chalky hues. 
Peter Keane, The Natural Wood Floor Company
020 8871 9771, naturalwoodfloor.co.uk

Set in stone
What are the benefits of natural stone flooring?

Stone is a reliable and functional flooring choice, which will last a lifetime. It’s hard wearing, easy to 
maintain, and a practical option for allergy sufferers too. It’s simple to clean, difficult to damage, it’s 
a good conductor of heat which works well with underfloor heating, and it will often add value to a 
property. Furthermore, there’s a huge range of styles to choose from, ranging from contemporary 
limestone to rustic slate. And there’s a unique aspect to stone flooring, as no two tiles are identical.  
Hash Mistry, Natural Image Wood Floors

01622 840 420, stoneandwoodfloors.co.uk

Floored genius
I fancy a new rug. What are the most popular 
rug designs and shapes at the moment?

In 2016 the passion for traditional rugs shows 
no sign of abating. The classic Indian and 
Chinese designs remain best-sellers for both 
period and contemporary homes. They offer a 
timeless elegance that discerning home buyers 
can appreciate, and they work well in most 
rooms of the house. As well as rectangular 
rugs, we have seen a rise in demand for 
circular rugs, which can help frame a cherished 
piece of furniture. Warm reds and deep blues 
are particularly popular colours, with many 
buyers using the shades in statement rugs to 
accessorise the rest of the room. 
Andrew Frith, Frith Rugs
0845 490 0600 frithrugs.co.uk
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DOGGIE DOOLEY
The original in-ground dog waste system. 

Simply scoop dog waste into the unit and add terminator 
tablets and water.  The waste breaks down naturally and drains

harmlessly away into the ground.

Why use Doggie Dooley?

• Neat, clean and convenient
• Keeps lawns and play areas

safe
• Eliminates the need for

plastic poop bags
• Keeps dog waste out of

waste bins and landfill
• Totally safe for plants,

lawns, children and pets

www.kedronpetandgarden.co.uk
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B y enhancing the look of your 
garden, you’ll not only be creating 
an extension to your home which 
can be used as an extra entertaining 

and relaxation area, but you’ll be adding value 
to your property too. Perhaps you want to 
update your patio or lawn with a new set of 
furniture and add a splash of colour with the 
welcome addition of window boxes and pretty 
decorative touches. Or, if you’re going to go 
the extra mile, why not consider a dedicated 
outbuilding to create a stylish and practical 
addition to your home? No matter what 
you have in mind, just be sure to keep your 
plans sympathetic to your property, so that 
any additions will blend in seamlessly with         
their surroundings.

ROOM TO GROW
The possibilities for a bespoke outbuilding are 
endless, so if you’re after the ultimate place to 
escape to, then an outbuilding might be just the 
ticket. A swimming pool is on many a wish list, 
or perhaps you want a dedicated work area 
away from the hustle and bustle of family life. 
From sound-proofing to under-floor heating, 
your outbuilding can be equipped with all the 
mod-cons ,and you can rest assured that it will 
come right at the top of the insulation 
efficiency stakes.

For something on a more modest scale, a 
charming oak-framed structure is an exciting 
option at this time of year – you’ll be able to 
host summer parties, evening cocktails and 
barbecue suppers in style. A summerhouse 
provides all the benefits of an indoor room 
but in the surrounding beauty of the garden. 
However, if you’re after more of an open space, 
to enjoy a cool afternoon breeze on a summer’s 
day, then a gazebo or pavilion might be the 
answer. In the right location, you’ll be able to 
make the most of a beautiful outdoor view and 
you can even grow sweet-smelling climbers 
up and over the structure.

Often referred to as ‘the king of woods’, 
oak is a wonderful choice to ensure your 

Above This custom-length large window box boasts 
an aged zinc galvanized finish and also has a zinc liner. 

Window boxes cost from £175 for a medium (104cm 
x 25cm x 25cm) and mail order is available, at Garden 

Requisites. 01225 851 577 garden-requisites.co.uk

Bottom right Doggie Dooley in-ground dog waste 
systems offer a hygienic solution. Waste breaks down 

in the tank and drains harmlessly away into the 
ground, £34-£59, at Kedron Pet & Garden. 

01392 664 307, kedronpetandgarden.co.uk

With summer just around the corner, now’s the 
perfect time to update your outdoor space

OUTDOOR OASIS
Renovating 
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This Soul six-seat dining set is 
in Sunbrella fabric. Being mould, 
UV, water and stain resistant, it 
offers the ultimate in longevity 
and comfort. The dining set is 
reduced to £1,499, including 
free delivery and a five-year 
guarantee, Maze Lounge at 
Maze Living. 01440 710 673, 
mazeliving.co.uk

garden structure harmonises sympathetically 
with its landscape. Popular for its classic 
good looks, strength and durability, oak is a 
fully sustainable material and, unlike metal, 
its beauty will increase over time. Fresh, 
unseasoned oak (also called ‘green oak’) is 
a super material to work with and when it 
does dry out, the timbers contract, tightening 
the joints and bringing overall strength to the 
structure. Both Prime Oak and Julius Bahn 
specialise in the design and manufacture of 
timeless oak-framed structures, so be sure to 
take a peak on their websites or flick through 
their brochures for outdoor inspiration.
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COMFORT FIRST
When it comes to turning your garden 
landscape into an alfresco getaway, your first 
step should be to invest in the right outdoor 
furniture for your space.

From bijou balconies and pocket-sized 
gardens to spacious lawns and large patios, 
by choosing the right furniture for your space 
you’ll be bringing a sense of function and 
comfort to your outside area. 

If you’re aiming for a sensory-rich dining 
location, then a formal set will be just the ticket, 

but if you’re wanting to create a quiet nook 
amongst the flora and fauna to read a book, 
for example, then comfortable seating, sun 
loungers and a fire pit are ideal options.

Whatever furniture style you do decide on, 
remember that by opting for low-maintenance 
materials, you’ll be making an investment 
which will last through the seasons. 

Metal, teak, cedar and all-weather wicker 
are fantastic choices. Nick Burke at Maze 
Living explains, “We use PU rattan because 
advances in the manufacturing process allow it 

to look natural, while giving all the durability of 
a synthetic rattan. It can live outside, uncovered 
for years without any fading, even in the harsh 
English weather.”

NATURAL BEAUTY
By keeping furniture in natural tones, you’ll be 
able to add splashes of colour with accessories 
such as cushions, seat pads and parasols, 
which you can switch around during the 
changing seasons. 

Of course, for a real back-to-nature vibe, 
the best way to add a dash of colour to your 
garden is by investing in beautiful blooms  
and what better way than with a statement 
window box?

Above Consider a garden urn for your outside space, such 
as this handmade Longleat C7500 urn and pedestal from 

Chilstone. It’s seen here in the standard Portland colour 
and is priced at £1,770. 01892 740 866, chilstone.com

This traditional oak-
framed structure, 
with glass lantern, 
is the perfect place 
to shelter from the 
summer sun or 
wait-out a spring 
shower. Prices 
are on application 
only, at Julius Bahn. 
03444 171 400, 
juliusbahn.co.uk

Prime Oak orangeries can be designed around a client’s 
specification and are a fantastic addition to any home.
The glass lantern helps to create ambience. Bi-folding 
doors complement this oak frame and help to create 
a smooth transition from home to garden. Prices on 
application only. 01384 296 611, primeoak.co.uk
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Specialising in the manufacture and installation of:
• Steel windows • Traditional timber frames
• Leaded lights • Various types of glazing to suit
• Our Windows can be Part ‘L’ compliant
• Refurbishment to Listed Properties

www.latticewindows.net
T: 01386 701079
E: sales@latticewindows.net
Unit 85, Northwick Business Centre, 
Blockley, Moreton-in-Marsh, Gloucestershire GL56 9RF
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Take a look at our gallery of classic 
window designs 

Open & 
Shut Case 

5| PLAY IT SAFE
SafeChoice’s energy saving windows offer a high degree of security 
and can be double or single glazed; the firm has plenty of designs to suit 
the style of an older home. 0800 024 6230, safechoice.co.uk  

4| CODE BREAKERS
Lattice Period Windows specialises in traditional wood and steel units 
in a range of styles, and can also restore originals to their former state. 
The company is experienced in working in historic buildings and 
recently completed a major refurbishment project at Bletchley Park. 
01386 701 079, latticewindows.net

3| CLEAR CUT 
Sash Window Workshop specialises in bespoke designs for Georgian, 
Edwardian and Victorian properties, ensuring that the character of your 
period home is maintained. The company’s products also adhere to 
listed building and conservation requirements. 
01344 868 668, sashwindow.com

2| ON THE METAL 
Photographed in situ at an estate worker’s cottage at Tetton Hall, this 
specially commissioned framework was produced by Met Therm 
Windows, and replicates the original cast-iron design. 01730 894 745, 
metthermwindows.co.uk

Renovating 

1| MAKE DO & MEND
If you’re lucky enough to have original sash windows, it may be 
possible to repair them. Specialists, Fortis & Hooke can restore each 
unit to its original condition, hand painting frames and replacing and 
rebalancing sash cords. 0800 313 4688, fortishooke.co.uk
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Renovating 

EMULATE A STUDDED SOFA WITH THIS SIMPLE TECHNIQUE

Sew a deep-buttoned 
cushion pad

T 
his button-studded 
cushion is lovely  as 
a comfy addition to 

a traditional wooden chair. A 
reversible design means that 
you get double the value for 
your efforts, and the covered 
buttons add the ultimate 
handmade designer touch. Why 
not make a larger version to 
top a sturdy wooden trunk or 
bench? Or for a more luxurious 
make, sew one up in velvet and 
add silk-covered buttons – just 
the thing for a glam bedroom.
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YOU’LL NEED:•Plain fabric from purple-stitches.com•Patterned fabric from plushaddict.co.uk•Matching thread•Button-covering tool and buttons•Cushion pad•Concealed zip•Long needle and strong thread•Ruler and pencil•Scissors and pins•Sewing machine •Zipper foot for sewing machine

CUSHION

1Cut out two squares; one in plain fabric and 
one in patterned, to the same dimensions as 

the cushion pad with a 1.5cm seam allowance. 
Neaten the edges by either sewing a zipzag 
stitch or using an overlocker.

2Pin and stitch the two pieces of the cushion 
together leaving a gap in the base of the 

cushion. Place the opened zip face down. Stitch 
the concealed zip into the opening using a 
zipper foot. With fabric right side facing though 
the opening (the cover should not be turned 
through at this point) place the opened zip   
face down.

3Position the slider approximately 3cm away 
from the end of the stitching, put back into 

the cover and pin in place. You will need to 
uncurl the teeth with your fingertips as you 
stitch along the opening.

4Back stitch, and then sew the other side 
of the zip in place. Carefully thread the zip 

slider through to the right side, turn the cover 
the right way out and press.

BUTTONS

1Mark the positions of the four buttons on 
both sides of the cushion cover. Use a ruler 

and pencil to draw dots where you want to add 
the buttons. Indicate the positions on the other 
side by pushing a pin through the two layers 
of the cover at the pencil dot and marking the 
reverse side where the pin point exits.

2The pad can now be placed inside, making 
sure it is pushed well into the corners.

3Next cover the buttons; four with plain 
fabric and four patterned. Cut out the discs 

of fabric using the template from the button 
packaging, place the disc of fabric wrong side 
up over the corresponding size hole on the 
rubber part of the tool, press the uncovered 
button into the cavity and fold over all the raw 
edges in towards the centre.

4Place the back of the button over the shank 
and then use the plastic part of the tool to 

press on the back of the button.

5Thread the long needle with strong 
doubled-up thread and tie a knot with 

the two ends. Pass the needle through the 
cushion from one side to the other following 
the marks made earlier. Pass the needle 
through the hole in the shank of the button 
and then pass the needle back through  
the cushion.

Renovating 

6Pull the threads tight and fasten these by 
making a knot; then stitch on the other 

button. Place the plain button on the patterned 
side of the cushion and the patterned button on 
the plain side. Repeat the process on the three 
remaining positions. The cushion will end up 
pulled-in at intervals on both sides creating a 
deep-buttoned effect.
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CREEKSIDE COTTAGE
Near Falmouth, Cornwall

Waters-edge, village and rural cottages
sleeping 2 - 8.

Enchanting picturesque positions,
peaceful and comfortable.
Open fires. Dogs welcome. 

Available throughout the year.
01326 375972

www.creeksidecottages.co.uk www.henleyfan.co.uk

THE HENLEY FAN COMPANY LTD

Warren House Hotel
built 1860, Kingston

Early Doors have an
extensive selection of
stylish internal period
doors from a range of
different eras. When
choosing the most
suitable traditional
doors, you want to
make sure it will create
significantly stunning
effect to the appearance
of your property.
To see our full range of
doors visit
www.earlydoorsltd.com

Early Doors Limited
REPRODUCTION PERIOD DOORS
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Kingdom Interiors offers a wide range of designer fabrics and wallpapers, perfect for creating a unique and exciting style. The company prides  
itself on providing outstanding customer service, together with competitive pricing and superb quality. There are thousands of different colours, 
materials and patterns to browse at the company’s showroom on the Gloucestershire/Worcestershire border, or on its comprehensive website.

Kingdom Interiors stocks luxury and exclusive brands such as Chelsea Harbour fabric houses and designers such as Mulberry and  
GP & J Baker, Designers Guild, Osborne and Little, Evitavonni and Zoffany. It also offers popular High Street fabric and wallpaper  

companies such as Sanderson, Morris & Co, Harlequin, Prestigious Textiles, Romo, Casamance and Clarke and Clarke.  
You’ll be spoilt for choice when it comes to finding your ideal designs.

Photo Credits: Harlequin and GP & J Baker, January 2016 Collections

For more information and to explore the range of fabrics on offer,  
visit www.kingdominteriors.co.uk or call 01684 291037

Kingdom Interiors is renowned as being the on-line  
UK market leader for designer fabrics and wallpapers 

www.kingdominteriors.co.uk.

Kingdom Interiors are offering Period Ideas Readers 15% off the RRP 
for fabrics and wallpapers, trimmings and paint 

Offer available until 31/05/16

15% off
with code 

PeriodIdeas2016
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Free fire
starter

pack with
each stove

A greener choice for heating your home

Sole Distributors of the Nectre
Bakers oven
• Nominal

output 8.5 KW
• Glass door to

oven & firebox
• Large firebox

at top
• Large hob
• Fits in most

fireplaces
•  £1950 inc vat

and delivery

Rosa XXL
wood
burning
cooker

• Nominal output 7.5 KW 
• Glass door to oven and firebox
• Also available for central heating
• Large oven and hob
• £1610 inc vat and delivery

NEW SHOWROOM: 85 Grave Hill, Ludlow, SY8 1QU  Tel: 01584 878552

Tel: 01584 878552   Email: info@ludlowstoves.co.uk   www.ludlowstoves.co.uk
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Antiques, Auctions & Shows
Antiques Dealers Fair: 01797 252 030
Bamfords: 01629 730 920
The Barn: 01789 721 399
Fellows Auctioneers: 0121 212 2131
IACF: 01636 702 326
Knutsford Antiques: 01565 632 743
Moorcroft Plc: 01782 820 253
Pugh’s Antiques: 01568 616 646
Raymond Gubbay Ltd: 020 7025 3750
Swans: 01572 724 364

Bathrooms
Albion Bath Company: 01255 831 605
Bathroom Discount Centre: 020 7381 4222
BC Designs: 01206 827 100
Demista: 01932 866 902
Finwood Designs: 01926 484 037

Bedrooms
Bedsteads of Bath & Bristol: 01275 464 114
Time 4 Sleep: 01484 500 560
Wardrobe by Richard Baker: 020 8336 6112

Doors & Door Furniture
Danico Brass Ltd: 020 7483 4477
Early Doors Ltd: 01279 647 200 
Finesse Design: 01207 500 050 
Period Features: 01538 372 202
Period House Group: 01427 871 467 

Fireplaces & Heating
Capital Fireplaces: 01462 813 138
Charlton & Jenrick: 0845 5195 991 
Dunsley Heat: 01484 682 635
Heritage Cast Iron Radiators: 01435 868 289
Ludlow Stoves: 01584 861 628
Montpellier Marble: 01452 714 800
Nu-Flame: 020 8254 6802

Flooring 
Cormar Carpets: 01204 881 234
Fine Oak Flooring: 01727 826 500
GH Frith: 0845 490 0600 
Lithofin: 01962 732 126
LTP: 01823 666 213

Natural Image Kent Ltd: 01580 895 489
Natural Wood Floor Co: 020 8871 9771
Oriental Rugs Of Bath: 01761 451 764
Orlestone Oak Ltd: 01233 732 179
Osmo UK: 01296 481 220 
The Vintage Floor Tile Company: 01285 760 886

Furniture 
Chesterfields Direct: 01706 853 636
Country Stile: 01507 525 871
Crown French Furniture: 0115 837 4024 
Distinctive Country Furniture: 01484 663 294
Footstools & More: 0113 345 7526
Maison: 020 8940 0230 
Rupert Bevan: 020 7731 1919 
Unique Chic Furniture Ltd: 0115 986 9222
Unique Salvage Chic: 01379 672 937 
Woodcarvers Guild: 01278 424 246

Gardens, Conservatories & Outbuildings
Chilstone: 01892 740 866
Flyte So Fancy: 01300 345 229
Garden Requisites: 01225 851 577
Garden Trading Ltd: 0845 608 4448
Kedron Pet and Garden: 01392 664 307
Maze Rattan LTD: 01440 710 673
Prime Oak Ltd: 01384 296 611
Roundhill Shepherd Huts: 01243 811 447  

Holidays
Creekside Holiday Cottages: 01326 375 972

Insurance
Adrian Flux Insurance Services: 0808 077 2266

Interiors & Gifts
Betty Twyford: 01544 340 614
Candle & Blue: 01284 624 078
Carpet Bags: 01379 898 021
Country Stile: 01507 527 055
The Crabb Pot: 01503 598 356
Ella James Living: 01572 759 190
Hen House: 01636 812 855
Henley Fan Company: 01256 636 509 
Just Fabrics: 01993 823 690

Kingdom Interiors: 01684 291 037
Lakeland Paints: 01524 852 371
Prestigious Textiles: 01274 688 448
Wath Court Fabrics: 01653 628 208 

Kitchens
Avec Cookers: 01565 830 885
Funktional Kitchens Ltd: 020 8341 2020
Hehku: 0800 542 4197
Husky: 01455 555 397
John Willies Country Kitchens: 01425 403 338
Parlour Farm Kitchens: 01285 885 336
Pineland Furniture: 01299 271 143
Sussex Stone Marble & Granite Ltd:  
01323 848 100
Thomas & Thomas: 01235 851 144
Tiles of Stow: 01608 658 993
Ulsterweavers: 0844 844 1325
West Country Cookers: 01548 830 069

Lighting & Switches
Bromleighs: 01208 79490
Fritz Fryer Antique Lighting: 01989 567 416
The Limehouse Lamp Company: 01273 497 070
Poole Lighting: 01202 647 716

Miscellaneous
Corsham: 01249 702 130
Miscellanea of Churt Plc: 01428 714 014

Renovation, Restoration & Reclamation
A D Calvert: 01969 622 296
Antique Buildings Ltd: 01483 200 477
Bryan Williamson & Daughters: 01342 834 829
Bulmer Brick and Tile Company: 01787 269 232
Delabole Slate Co. Ltd: 01840 212 242
Harrison Thompson & Co Ltd: 0113 279 5854
Michael Wilson Lincrusta Installer:  
07736 778 076
Wye Valley Reclamation: 01432 353 606

Shutters & Blinds
Hillarys: 0800 916 6503
Plantation Shutters: 020 8871 9333

Sofas and Upholstery
Artistic Upholstery Ltd: 0115 973 4481
David Gundry Upholstery Ltd: 0115 972 9147
F & M Steed: 0115 972 9863
Gascoigne Design Upholstery: 0115 946 4070
Henderson Russell: 0115 946 2121
Kirkdale: 01495 243 999
PF Collections: 07966 211 874
Saxon Leather Upholstery Ltd: 01204 365 377
Thomas Lloyd: 01495 717 170
Whitehead Designs Limited: 0115 9725 056  

Staircases 
Jackson Woodturners: 0114 272 1228

Windows
Alumatherm Windows: 01778 347 147
Copycats: 01732 866 632
Crittall Windows Ltd: 01376 530 800
Fortis & Hooke Decorators Ltd: 0800 313 4688
GBS Joinery: 0161 456 0501
Heritage Window Company: 020 8695 2300
Holdsworth Windows: 01608 661 883
Lattice Period Windows: 01386 701 079
Met Therm Windows: 01730 894 745
SafeChoice: 01684 852 684
Sash Window Workshop: 0800 597 2598 
Ventrolla Ltd: 01423 859 323
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The HOT LIST
Our guide to the goods and services you need

Sloucher sofa, available from £1,195, at Loaf. 0845 468 0713, loaf.com
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BEAUTIFUL DÉCOR AND ELEGANT REAL HOMES 
Be inspired by some gorgeous interiors and our pick of the best pieces

PERIOD IDEAS RECLAMATION SPECIAL 
Bring back the beauty of your traditional home with our expert help

SARAH RAVEN’S SEASONAL GARDEN ADVICE 
Discover our columnist’s top tips for growing poppies and beans

COVETABLE COLLECTABLES 
Margaret Powling shares her love of equine pieces for your delight

June  
issue

The next issue of Period Ideas  
is on sale from 29th April

Large sofa from the Georgia collection in dioma 
lavender, £1,399, console table, distressed 
sunburst mirror, £199, all Marks and Spencer. 
0333 014 8000, marksandspencer.com
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Competitions and giveaways are open to all UK residents aged 18 or over, excluding employees or 
agents of the associated companies and their families. One entry per person. The prizes detailed in 
each competition/giveaway cannot be exchanged for goods, or towards the purchase of goods at 
any retail outlet. Postal entries must be on the coupon provided. Prizes cannot be exchanged for 
cash, or replaced if lost or damaged. Illegible entries and those that do not abide by these terms and 
conditions will be disqualified. Prizes must be taken as stated and cannot be deferred. The decision 
of the judge is final and no correspondence will be entered into. CLOSING DATE: 6th May 2016 (18th 
March 2016 for Cake International). Winners will be notified by phone, post or email. A list of winners 
will be available in writing on re quest from: Marketing Department, 21-23 Phoenix Court, Hawkins 
Road, Colchester, Essex CO2 8JY
Your details will be processed by Aceville Publications (publishers of Period Ideas) in full accordance with  
data protection legislation. All entries become the property of Aceville Publications. Aceville Publications  
and sister companies may wish to contact you with information of other services and publications we provide 
which may be of interest. Please tick here if you DO NOT wish to receive such information by Post r Phone r  
Email r SMS r. From time to time Aceville Publications will share details with other reputable companies 
who provide products and services that may be of interest to you. Please tick here if you DO NOT wish to 
receive such information by Post r Phone r Email r SMS r.

Title.............Forename........................Surname................................................ 

Address....................................................................................................................... 

............................................................................................Postcode........................ 

Telephone..............................................Mobile.................................................... 

Email........................................................................................................................... 

DOB.................................Favourite feature........................................................ 

Would like to see more of in the magazine.............................................. 

.......................................................................................................................................
Send your entry form to: Period Ideas May 
Competitions, PO Box 443, Ipswich, Suffolk IP2 8WG

Win a Willow & Hall sofa  
bed worth £1,392

Q�From�which�county�does�Yvonne�
draw�inspiration?

We have fantastic prizes for 2 lucky readers, including a Willow & 
Hall sofa bed and an original artwork by Yvonne Coomber.  
Entries must be received by 6th May. Alternatively, you can enter 
online at periodideas.com, where you will also find full terms and 
conditions. 

GIVEAWAY ENTRY FORM

COMPETITION  
ENTRY FORM

A Devon r B Yorkshire r C Kent r

WIN AN ORIGINAL ARTWORK 
WORTH £2,200
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Make the most of your home with our Editor’s pick 
of the latest products, ideas and expert advice

EDITOR’S CHOICE
HOME HIGHLIGHTS FOR MAY

Creekside Cottages has a range of cosy waterside, rural and 
village-based holiday homes in Cornwall, including some just 
yards from the seashore. All cottages are let on a self-catering 
basis. 01326 375 972, creeksidecottages.co.uk

HOT STUFF  
This elegant gas fire is one of a range available at 
Nu-Flame. With low running costs, it’s also highly 
energy efficient so you will help to save the planet.

020 8254 6802, nu-flame.co.uk

WORK IT OUT 
Treat your kitchen to fantastic new 
work tops thanks to Sussex Stone, 
Marble and Granite Limited. The firm’s 
expertise in the field is second-to-none 
and the team also offers a template 
cutting service. 01323 348 100, 
sussexstone.co.uk

DESIGNED FOR LIFE 
Find the perfect kitchen to suit your period home and its architectural 
details with the help of  Hehku’s team. You’ll be thrilled by the range of 
classic and contemporary options on offer. 0800 542 4197, hehku.co.uk 

COFFEE BREAK  
The fabulous Armitage square coffee 
table from Footstools & More would 
make a great addition to any living 
room. It is priced from £364, and 

the wooden trays cost £179.  
0113 345 7526, 

footstoolsandmore.co.uk

OFF THE BEATEN TRACK
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OUTDOOR CHIC
Part of the St Mawes range, this 

drinks/round planter table is 
available from Garden Trading 

and costs £850. Paired with 
Chilstone chairs, £150, each. 0845 
608 4448, gardentrading.co.uk 

HEARTH & SOUL 
Montpellier’s stunning Crème Classico fire 

surround is available in heights of 54” and 60”, 
priced at £2,390 and £2,990 respectively, 

01242 582 777, montpellier.co.uk 

STEP ON IT  
Bring vivid colour and rich comfort to your floors with 

Cormar Carpets’ excellent range. You’ll soon see why over 
one million people choose Cormar Carpets every year and 
recommend them to friends and family. Order a sample and 

see for yourself. 01204 881 234, cormarcarpets.co.uk

ICE AGE
Husky Retail’s striking retro 
fridges are available in red, ivory 
and piano black, and priced 
at £475, making them an eye-
catching addition to any kitchen. 
01455 555 397, husky-retail.com

HIDDEN TREASURE
Wye Valley Reclamation is a treasure 

trove of architectural salvage, 
reclaimed building materials, garden 
products and other gems. Located in 

Hereford, the yard is well worth a 
visit if you’re looking for interesting 

pieces for your home. 01432 353 
606, wyevalleyreclamation.co.uk 

COVER UP
First made in 1877, Lincrusta 
is a deeply embossed wall 
covering that’s a superb 
addition to period interiors. 
It is also suitable for friezes, 
dado panels and borders. For 
all your installation, restoration 
and conservation needs, 
call Highly Decorated on 
07736 778 076 or email 
m.wilson5@btinternet.

GLASS ACT 
The Limehouse Lamp 

Company offers a range of 
Georgian-style lights that are 
ideal for gates, passages and 

driveways. This handsome 
bevelled glass lantern costs 

around £528 and will set the 
tone as visitors arrive.
01273 497 070, 

limehouselighting.co.uk



Please quote PER16T

MARGARET 
POWLING 
is one of Britain’s 
best-loved antiques 
experts. She began 
collecting as a child 
and has a life-long 
love of fine china, 
beautiful books and 
historic homes. Her 

column combines practical tips with the 
best advice from specialists at auction 
houses nationwide.

PERIOD IDEAS  
experts

KATE 
FAULKNER 
is famous for 
her honest and 
direct approach 
to renovating and 
property buying. 
Drawing from her 
own experiences on 
the property ladder, 

she will help you care for your period 
house from making an offer to renovating, 
moving and selling.

SARAH 
RAVEN is the 
queen bee of the 
British gardening 
scene. She has been 
running cooking, 
flower arranging, 
growing and 
gardening classes 
at her East Sussex 

farm since 1999. Every month she will 
reveal her top planting advice and share a 
fantastic offer. 

Benefit from the breadth of knowledge, advice, experience and guidance that our 
regular experts share with us every issue! With their help you can refresh your 

interiors and create stylish and classic decorating schemes. We’ll also ensure that 
your outside space is just as beautiful with the latest gardening news.

Homes  
& Renovating

Gardens & 
Special Offers

Antiques  
& Vintage

Regular articles from our 

SUBSCRIPTION 
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Whatever your product or service, to reach the heart of  the period market call Period Ideas advertisement office

PUBLISHERS RECLAMATION

BUYER’S MARKET
To advertise here call 01206 505951 or Fax: 01206 505953  

E-mail: info@periodideas.com Period Ideas, 21-23 Phoenix Court, Hawkins Road, Colchester, Essex CO2 8JY

SLEEPING BAGS

Reclaimed 
& restored

doors

Stained
Glass

reclaimed
timber

01730
231995

www.arcreclamation.com

Wherever you stay the night ...

Tel: 01264 731500  www.thegoodguest.com

The Indoor
Sleeping

Bag

TO ADVERTISE HERE 
Call: 01206 505951 or Fax: 01206 505953

WALLPAPERS STONEWORKS
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BUYER’S MARKET

WALL COATINGS

DECORATIVE GLASS FILMWINDOWS

ARCHITECTURAL SALVAGE

BEAMS

Antique Buildings Ltd
Dunsfold, Godalming Surrey GU8 4NP

01483 200477
We have Immense Stocks of:

ANCIENT OAK
BEAMS

Please see:

www.antiquebuildings.com

LIGHTING

INSULATION

Protect your Roof with
Spray Foam Insulation

• Dramatically reduces heat loss
• Reduces fuel bills, stops frozen pipes
• Work completed in a day
• Eliminates condensation

Websters Insulation Ltd est 1854

Freephone: 0800 581 247
Crow Tree Farm, Thorne Levels, Doncaster DN8 5TF

Email: info@webstersinsulation.com
www.webstersinsulation.com

HOUSE SIGNS

FILANTE SIGNS
01425 479409

for brochure or visit
www.filante.com
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To advertise here call 01206 505951  or Fax: 01206 505953  E-mail: info@periodideas.com 

INTERIORS & GIFTS

BYGONE NEWSPAPERS
Anniversary & Birthday Gift Ideas

• ORIGINAL Daily
Newspapers 1847 - 2016

• A perfect gift to
commemorate any
special occasion

• Each newspaper is
accompanied with a
Certificate of
Authenticity

• We offer a great range of high quality nostalgic gifts

For Free Details FREEPHONE 0800 138 0990
Int: 00 44 1934 412844 www.bygonenews.com/pim

Or visit our store at 28 Broad St, South Molton, Devon EX36 3AQ

More home chic at
daisypark.co.uk 

or call us on 
01769 579077

Sugar & Spice
FURNISHINGS

Curtains, blinds, cushions, lampshades & Upholstery.

Call for a quote or Mail order
Tel: 023 92431072

www.sugarandspicefurnishings.co.uk
Follow us on Instgram at

SUGARANDSPICEFURNISHINGS
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BUYER’S MARKET

KITCHENS

INTERIORS

TO ADVERTISE HERE
Please call: 01206 505951

or Fax: 01206 505953

FURNITURE

Grasse has
forged a strong
reputation for

distinctive
products, unique items with many 
one-off pieces sourced by owner

Joanna Davies
01225 444260    www.grasse.me.uk

3 Argyle Street Bath BA2 4BA
enquiries@grasse.me.uk 

Have a unique and Artistic representation of your house,
business or garden painted by an experienced artist.

Prices start for a mounted framed painting plus 
greeting card. £225.00 for 12"x16"

Contact me for more information
info@susielidstone.com - 01252 722346 

www.susielidstone.com

Paragon Furniture

hand made kitchens & furniture
designed for luxury 020 8503 0199

paragonfurniture.co.uk        graham@paragonfurniture.co.uk

GYPSY CARAVANS

BEDS 

Traditional & Contemporary Beds
Tel: 01484 500560  www.time4sleep.com

SOLID WOOD KITCHENS
FREESTANDING

QUALITY & VALUE
www.john-willies.com
01425  403320/403338

The Gypsy Caravan Company Ltd
www.gypsycaravancompany.co.uk     01953 681995
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ANTIQUES

DOOR FURNITURE FLOORING

Antique Buildings Ltd
Dunsfold, Godalming Surrey GU8 4NP

01483 200477
We have Immense Stocks of:

WIDE OAK
FLOORBOARDS

Please see:

www.antiquebuildings.com

CORK
CORK FLOOR TILES

WARM, RESILIENT & HARDWEARING
Tiles 3.2 mm, 4.75mm, 6.4mm, 8.0mm thick + waxed from £16.95 sq mt

COLOURED CORK from £19.15 sq mt
ACRYLIC SEALED £15.08 sq mt WICANDERS PRODUCTS 

clear PVC surface for heavier wear from £34.62 sq mt.
CORK ROLLS FOR NOTICEBOARDS & UNDERLAY

NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

            Siesta Cork Tile Co - Croydon, Surrey CR0 2DP
            tel: 020-8683 4055  www.siestacorktiles.co.uk

PERIOD
DOOR FURNITURE

LOCKS, HANDLES, LATCHES, BELLS,
LETTERBOXES, KNOCKERS & HINGES

OUTSTANDING QUALITY
www.perioddoorfurniture.com

01234 822843

PURVEYORS OF
HARDWARE, GARDENWARE AND 

PAINTS & ACCESSORIES FOR PERIOD HOMES

REMEMBER TO
MENTION 

PERIOD IDEAS
WHEN REPLYING TO 

ANY OF THESE
ADVERTS

Digital Editions 
are available

Once
downloaded,
magazines are
stored in your library
forever, so you can
read again and
again with no
internet connection
required! 
Please note, digital
subscriptions will not
include subscription
gifts, nor cover-
mounted gifts.

FROM
£2.99 PER

ISSUE

A NEW WAY TO ENJOY
YOUR MAGAZINE

LUXURY ACCOMMODATION

Clare House
In this quieter coastal locale of South Cumbria, within
easy reach of the Lake District, a haven of peace and
tranquillity awaits you at this award winning hotel.

Spring Special Offer
March 23rd - April 22nd 2016

Any 4-night break from £332.00 pp.

Park Road, Grange-over-Sands, LA11 7HQ
Tel. 015395 33026

www.clarehousehotel.co.uk
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W hether you want 
to increase your 
living space 
by building 

an extension, or your house is 
simply in need of some TLC, 

make sure whatever you spend is a wise, 
considered investment which adds value to 
your property in the long term, or at worst 
covers the cost. 

When you live in an older home, making 
changes can be a fine balancing act as a badly 
designed project can disrupt the entire flow of 
the house. If you’re planning to stay put for years 
to come, you can put your own stamp on your 
property as long as you work within planning 
consent and, if relevant, listed building or 
conservation area regulations. But it’s important 
to bear in mind that when you do come to sell, 
any permanent, or semi-permanent, features 
which are inconsistent with the style of a period 
home are likely to jar with potential buyers, and 
could decrease your property’s value or even 
jeopardise a sale. 

That doesn’t mean you have to forgo 
convenience or contemporary designs, but steer 
away from anything too outlandish that can’t be 
easily replaced, and be sympathetic to the age 
of your home and neighbouring properties. For 
instance, although adding space mostly adds 
value, a flat-roofed extension or cheap uPVC 
conservatory could well have the opposite effect.

Any work which is done badly will devalue 
your home, especially if you haven’t the right 
permissions or building regulations signed off. 
Make sure you use experienced and recognised 
professionals to advise on your project. Avoid 
“unbalancing” the property, too; don’t extend 
so much that you have a huge house with 
a tiny garden, or a ground floor which is 
disproportionately large compared to upstairs. 

Another thing to consider is supply and 
demand. I bought my own property with the 
intention of extending it from a four to a six-
bedroom home but in the village where I live, 
there’s shortage of smaller homes and larger 
ones were taking an age to sell, so I abandoned 
that idea as it would not have paid off. 

Kate Faulkner discusses the pros and cons of  
installing a new kitchen, and improving your home
Edited by SEAN HARRIS 

New, larger kitchens are at the top of many 
wish lists. A survey by home design website 
Houzz (houzz.co.uk) revealed that 12% of 
renovating home owners invested in a kitchen 
extension in 2015, with a further 42% saying 
they wanted to. The kitchen has become the hub 
of the home – it is no longer just a place to cook, 
but somewhere to eat, socialise, and surf the net. 
By improving the kitchen, you will make your 
home more attractive to buyers. 

But, before you start shopping around for 
a top-of-the-range country kitchen, or getting 
builders’ quotes to add an extra room to house 
it, make sure the rest of your home is in order. 
There’s little point in adding a beautiful new 
feature to your home if the roof needs repairs 
or you have problems with damp. Valuers – 
and potential buyers – soon see beyond the 
gloss, so if building work is on the cards, ask 
your tradespeople to quote for fixing any other 
property niggles at the same time and always 
have a contract in place.

When you have the figures, do some maths 
to ensure you are adding genuine value to your 
property. Not all updates will add the same 
value as they cost to undertake, and it’s easy to 
get swept along by a good salesman with a stack 
of enticing brochures. For instance, a £30,000 
kitchen installed in a £200,000 home is 
unlikely to raise the value by the same amount. 
The reverse is true, too, so don’t cut corners 
in a grand country house; keep your budget 
proportionate to the existing value.  

Get it right and a new kitchen could 
definitely add to your property’s value, although 
by how much depends on various factors such 
as location, and supply and demand.  

LESSONS 
I’VE LEARNED 

KATE FAULKNER katefaulkner.co.uk
If you need any help or advice on how to choose the best people for the job, contact Kate via propertychecklists.co.uk. She is one of the 
UK’s leading residential property experts. She writes Which? Property books and regularly appears on BBC TV and ITV news.

With property 
prices rising in 

some areas and a 
nationwide shortage of 

houses to buy, you may 
be better off maximising 

the potential of your own 
home instead of moving elsewhere.

KATE FAULKNER
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UniqueChic
Shabby Chic, Painted & French Furniture

www.uniquechicfurniture.co.uk
0115 9869222
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